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Stepping out on
the road that is the
future, we at GSC
have joined
forces on a multi-
laned highway—
The vanity of human life is like a river, constantly
passing away, and yet constantly coming on.
— Pope
Questioning our
actions, seeking
assurances, doubting
the outcome, trying to
find our niche.
Everyday is a little life, and our
whole life is but a day repeated.
H — Thackeray
For a short time we travel together
supported by the past and each other
PIONEER TURPENTINING
EXPERIMENT
Dr. Charle* Holmes Herty of the University of Georgia Chemlttry
Department conducted experiment! In thl* foreat that revolutionized
the nival store! Industry In America. Inspired by conservative gum
re»In gathering method* In Europe. Dr. Herty devised a method using
etal gutters and a cup for gathering resin from pine tree*. Thl*
system was designed to replace the centuries old method Of "boxing"
or cutting a collection box In the living tree. Boxing had proved
disastrous to southern forests. The massive cut* earned Insect, fire
and wind damage and destroyed valuable timber.
On July 20. 1901, Dr. Herty and hi* able axittant. Frank Klarpphung a metal cup arid gutter* on the flr*t tree. Herty and Klarpp
mceewful caih crop. ' tne South • tremendou»Iy
JjCOHCIA HISTORIC M«RKE»
3j
The goal of yesterday will
be the starting point of
tomorrow.
— Carlyle
We reach out,
embracing the world
and all it offers.
There is a past which is
gone forever; but there is a
future which is still our own.
11
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1001 Lines Begin
Each Quarter . . .
Squawks Aid
New Students
More than 6500 students stood in
the 1001 lines at registration each
quarter: classes, auditors, meal ticket,
scholarship:
New students had extra help in the
strange procedure in the form of
SQUAWKS. (Students Questions
Understood and Answered With
Knowledge.). An outgrowth of the
Orientation Committee, these volun-
teers aid newcomers and their par-
ents, giving directions and answering
questions. During registration the
"Squawkers" are available to assist
the new students.
—
1 \m
Registration
Students Unwind a
Fall quarter had been in session for
less than a month, but when the
Ogeechee State Fair came to States-
boro, many of the GSC students
seized the opportunity to unwind.
For the students who had a little
money leftover after registration, the
fair provided the occasion to go out
with new found friends and take in
the rides and sideshows.
18 / Ogeechee State Fair
)geechee State Fair
Halloween Spooks
GSC Students
20 / Halloween

22 / They'll Come From Everywhere
1776* Bic iai 91976
SOUTH CAROLINA
They'll Come From Everywhere / 23
Mother's Finest
And White Face
Ignite Fall Quarter
Mother's Finest and White Face
treated GSC students to their first
rock 'n roll show of the 1978-79
school year. More than 3,400 people
were on hand October 26 in the Han-
ner Fieldhouse for the progressive
rock performance.
White Face opened the event and
set the tempo for a dynamic light and
special effects show presented by
MF. The one-hour performance con-
sisted of hits including "Mickey's
Monkey." However, much of the
audience left disappointed because
their most recent hit, "A Piece of The
Rock," was not played.
The concert proved to be the first
main attraction of the year, with over
two-thirds of the audience consisting
of GSC students. Not only was the fall
show a participation success, the Stu-
dent Union Board termed the project
"a definite financial success."
24 / Mother's Finest

"World of Illusion"
In Hanner Fieldhouse
Andre Kole Performs
Two Hours of Magic
Billed as "the greatest magician
and illusionist of our time," Andre
Kole appeared live in the Hanner
Fieldhouse on February 8. The two-
hour production was presented by
the Campus Crusade for Christ Inter-
national.
Kole's "World of Illusion" dealt
with varied subject matters, ranging
from levitation to the mysteries of
the Bermuda Triangle. Other acts
included "Psychic Surgery," "Pyra-
mid Power," "Return of the Dead,"
and "Dematerialization."
The show was designed to link fan-
tasy and reality while dealing with
many spiritual questions. The show,
coupled with elaborate lighting, was
"a magical and spiritual entertain-
ment spectacular."
The show has been seen by over 70
million people in 68 countries on 5
continents.
2b I World of Illusion

Pure Prairie League,
Dixie Dregs
Kick-off Homecoming
28 / Pure Prairie League
Pure Prairie League and Dixie
Dregs performed in Hanner Field-
house, January 25, kicking off Home-
coming weekend. A less-than-capac-
ity crowd attended the SUB-spon-
sored event.
The Dregs opened with a cut from
their What If album, "Take It Off The
Top," featuring guitarist Steve Morse.
"Moedown," "Ice Cakes," and
"Cruise Control" followed. As an
encore, the Dregs danced around the
stage to "Disco Dregs."
"Kansas City Southern" was the
opening song for Pure Prairie League.
They followed with "I'll Fix Your Flat
Tire, Merle," "Pickin' to Beat the
Devil," and the title cut from Two
Lane Highway. After long guitar
solos, the band finally played perhaps
its biggest hit, "Ami."
Homecoming 1979
A New Beginning
Pat Fetter First Male Queen
"A New Beginning" thematized the
1979 Homecoming activities that began
with the Pure Prairie League/Dixie Dregs
concert on Thursday evening, )anuary 25.
Originally from Georgia, the Dregs
warmed-up the audience for the PPL,
who is probably best known for its hits
"Ami" and "Two Lane Highway."
On Friday afternoon Renarda Baker led
the Lady Eagles to a 72-60 win over the
University of Georgia Bulldogs in the
weekend's first sports event. The same
afternoon saw GSC defeated by one sec-
ond in a swim meet against Georgia State.
The time was lost in the 400-yard-frees-
tyle, resulting in a final score of 59-54.
The world-famous Budweiser Clydes-
dales, in a rare college parade appear-
ance, joined floats, clowns, cars, bands,
and marchers on Saturday morning as the
rain-soaked parade traveled down Fair
Road and South Main Street.
More than 4,000 fans watched GSC fall
to the Augusta Jaguars, 88-86, in Satur-
day's basketball game. During halftime
Pat Fetter became GSC's first male home-
coming queen as he was crowned by
Debbie Harper, 1978 queen. Fetter, spon-
sored by WVGS, was joined in the court
by five other finalists: Angie Bellamy
(Kappa Sigma), Kimberly Byrd (Sigma
Nu), Brenda Lee )ordan (Alpha Kappa
Alpha), Beth Mathis (Johnson Hall), and
Lee Rohner (GSC Student Recreation and
Park Society).
Alumni reunions were held on Friday
and Saturday, with an Alumni luncheon
preceding Saturday's ballgame. Former
Georgia Governor Carl Sanders, keynote
speaker at the luncheon, was honored by
a monument dedication for his work as
chairman of the Stay and See America in
Georgia America Bicentennial Program.
Dr. Woodrow Powell, GSC professor of
English, was named GSC Alumnus of the
year by Kathy Martin, director of alumni
affairs.
* 1
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Field of 50 Participate
In First Annual Dale Lick Rur
Kina, Faris,
and Carpenter
Take Top
Honors
The first annual Dale Lick Run was
held October 31, sponsored by the
intramural department. A field of 50
hopefuls turned out for the event to
run the 5,000 meter coarse.
In the men's division, Paul Kina
took top honors with a 15 minute
two second timing. Debbie Faris out-
paced her opponents to capture the
women's crown. Her time was 19
minutes two seconds. Harry Carpen-
ter won the faculty division posting a
17 minute three second timing.
34 / Dale Lick Run

Alison
Delany
Miss GSC
1979
Alison Delany was crowned Miss
GSC 1979 on Saturday evening,
March 10, out of a field of'18 contest-
ants. Angie Joyner was runner-up and
also the winner of the swimsuit com-
petition. Marti Brazill won the talent
competition.
A sophomore from Atlanta, Alison
sang a medley of Linda Ronstadt
songs which she plans to sing in the
Miss Georgia pageant in June. She
represented GSC in the Miss Savan-
nah pageant on March 27.

CLEC Presents
Six Programs in 1978-79 Series
The Campus Life Enrichment Committee
(CLEC) sponsored six events, including a
play, jazz concerts, and ballet, during its
1978-79 series.
"Antigone," a john Housman production,
was performed by The Acting Company on
October 12 in McCroan Auditorium. Labeled
as "the finest repertory company in New
York" by the New York Times, The Acting
Company consists of 15 professional actors
under the direction of Alan Schneider. Their
presentation of "Antigone" is a modern dress
version of the Greek classic by Sophocles.
The play emphasizes the tragic view of life
that requires a price for everything received
in this world. It focuses on the conflict
between man's law and moral law, political
expediency and human dignity.
The )amz Dutton Percussion Arts Orches-
tra appeared in concert November 30 in Foy
Auditorium. Eight musicians blended the
contemporary idiom with the classical disci-
pline, using 100 instruments with 1000
sounds to produce American, Latin, and Afri-
can styles. Each member of the group plays
almost every instrument the group uses. The
primary instrument is the marimba. Other
unusual ones include the African Kalimba,
Go-Go Bells, Cabaza, Temple Blocks, Anti-
que Cymbals, and Lujon Drums. Dutton,
leader of the group, described their sound as
"exotic, wild, and free."
CLECs third program was a Nina Beilina vio-
lin concert on January 16 in Foy Auditorium.
Acclaimed as Russia's foremost woman violin-
ist, Miss Beilina has won three major interna-
tional competitions — Enesco, Jacques Thi-
baud-Marguerite Long, and Tchaikovsky. She
has toured in every major USSR city as well as
Eastern Europe and South America. Her reper-
toire includes complete Bach and Beethoven
cycles. Her CSC appearance was part of a USA
tour which included her New York debut.
The Rod Rodgers Dance Company held a
workshop on February 27 and performed in
McCroan, Feb. 28 and March 1. The company
has been in existence for 15 years. Although it
is a predominantly black group, it has demon-
strated its ability to appeal to audiences of all
age and ethnic origins.
The scope of the Company ranges from sen-
suous abstraction to more literal drama. It fea-
tures innovative jazz ballets and unique per-
cussion plays.
It also maintains a year-round studio-school
in New York.
CLEC / 39
The Newport jazz Festival All-Stars are veter-
ans of the Newport )azz Festival, which has
been called the "great granddaddy of jazz fes-
tivals." The seven member group performed in
McCroan Auditorium on March 13.
Last summer they celebrated their 25th anni-
versary on the South Lawn of the White House
with President and Mrs. Carter.
The seven members are: Buddy Tate, saxo-
phone; lohnny Mince, clarinet; George Masso,
trombone; jimmy Maxwell, trumpet; Ray
Bryant, piano; Major Holley, bass; David "Pan-
ama" Francis, drums.
The Brazilian guitarists, Los Indios Tabajaras,
performed in Foy Recital Hall May 3.
Rising from a primitive Tabajaras Indian
tribe, the duo is now acclaimed as virtuosos on
four continents, having appeared in theatres
and concert halls of both Americas, Europe,
and Asia.
They design their own instruments and per-
form their interpretations of popular and clas-
sic works.
CLEC / 41
If Tabl
Could Talk
.
42 /If Tables Could Talk

Strong reasons make
strong actions.
— Shakespeare
*2 A
44 / Strong Reasons


Chic
Performs
In Disco
Concert
Chic and the ADC Band appeared
in CSC's first disco concert on Wed-
nesday, April 11. Performing in front
of only 1,296 people, the ADC Band
led off with "Reggae Dance," "Baby
Love," and "Long Stroke." Chic per-
formed their hit single "Le Freak," as
well as "At Last I Am Free," "Chic,"
and "Savoir Faire."
The SUB-sponsored event proved
to be fatal to their budget. Out of an
average of 6,500 students only 500
attended the concert, creating a loss
of $12,000.
Chic / 47
48 / Games Students Play

GSC Groups Sponsor
Career Awareness Day
The first campus-wide Career
Awareness Day was sponsored on
April 18 by the GSC Placement
Office, Delta Sigma Pi, and Pi Sigma
Epsilon.
Representatives from about 50
firms were housed under tents adja-
cent to the Rosenwald Building. The
purpose of the program is to provide
students with an opportunity to dis-
cuss careers, hiring trends, and edu-
cational requirements with a variety
of agency, business, and organization
representatives.
Businesses included Bulloch Mem-
orial, IBM Corporation, Georgia
Power, Union Camp Corporation,
Goodyear Tire and Rubber, Eastern
Airlines, and Franklin Insurance
Company.
Career Awareness Day / 51
GSC Helps County Sponsor
Alcohol Awareness Festival
The Bulloch County Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Council along with Stu-
dent Affairs and the Housing Depart-
ment at GSC sponsored an Alcohol
Awareness Festival, May 8, at GSC.
The festival, which highlighted
Alcohol Awareness Week (May 7-11),
was held at Landrum Center.
"The festival covered both the pros
and cons of alcohol," said Linda Serf,
house director at Warwick Hall.
Facts were given on the choices
and responsibilities of alcohol abuse.
"All philosophies were presented,"
she said.
Thirty to 40 exhibitions were open
to students, staff, administration, and
the community.
Campus dorms participated in a
bulletin board contest and in a win-
dow painting contest at Landrum.
52 / Alcohol Awareness Festival
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Students
Honored,
Bice Named
Professor of the Year
Dr. Herbert Bice, GSC math profes-
sor, was named Professor of the Year
at the annual Honors Day Convoca-
tion on May 14. Bice was chosen by
student vote conducted by Gamma
Beta Phi.
The keynote address was given by
Dr. Sam Riley, 1978 Professor of the
Year.
Among the awards received, Cecil
Baxter Bray III was named recipient
of the 1979 Alumni Association
Scholarship Award. The award is
given annually to the graduating sen-
ior who has compiled the highest
academic average for four years of
study at GSC.
54 / Honors Day

Honors
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS
IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
Cynthia Ruth Akers Steven Winston Coffee Laura Baker Mell Don Edward Nash
Shelley Luke Allmond Edward Lloyd Donato Stephane Smith Morriss Brenda Karen Pettus
Patricia Sutton Burgess Linnes (Pete) Finney, )r. Mark Robert Murphy Tern Lynn Webb
Deborah Costlow Cartee Patricia Gail Leapheart
CONSTRUCTIVE LEADERSHIP/UNSELFISH SERVICE
Donald Ray Akery Marten Leigh Braziel Ronald Delmer Fennel Karen Leigh Paul
Frederick Malcolm Bankston Kenneth Lavelle Buchanan William Reese lacobs, |r. Nancy Ann Roberts
Barbara Karen Barnes Zeida Vanessa Burke Patricia )ane Keadle Robin )ennifer Swain
Hugh Cleveland Berry Kelly Maria DeWine Mark Ward Miller Bruce White Terrell
Cecil Baxter Bray III Scott Haynes Muse |anet Louise Thompson
INVITED TO MEMBERSHIP IN PHI KAPPA PHI
Cynthia Ruth Akers
Diane Sylvia Allgood
Shelley Luke Allmond
Cordell Lee Bragg III
Sandra Lynn Brown
lean Morgan Corbitt
Byron Grady Dasher
Keith (oseph Degl
Donna Anne Dowling
Perry Anthony Duggar
Lori Allen Duke
|eri Lynn Everett
Susan Elaine Faulk
Hala Clarice Gaines
Kathy McCoy Gibbs
Michael Ray Hagan
Susan Marie Hall
Deborah Anne Harper
loseph Fulton Herndon
loyce Lynn Holloway
William Reese )acobs, )r.
Vicki )o Johnson
Kimberly lane Kircher
Linda Lucille Kirkman
lanet Kay Kohen
Lynn Sands Lewis
Sarah Elizabeth Lewis
Eugenia Karen Lord
|o Ellen Lowery
Anna Merle Milford
Willie Bryant Pate
Nancy Kathryn Pursell
Laura Rogers Quail
Carol Ann Reeves
Robert Nathan Smelley
Billie Kay Smith
Renae Machele Smith
Teresa Stephens
Robin Jennifer Swain
Bruce White Terrell
)an Marie Welch
Christy Lynn Wilson
Vicki Browning Woodard
SPECIAL AWARDS
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP AWARD CtCIL BAXTER BRAY III
This award is presented annually by the Alumni Association of Georgia Southern
College to the graduating senior who has the highest scholastic average of those
who have done all their college work at Georgia Southern College.
ALPHA PSI OMEGA DRAMA AWARD KIM CHERYL VICKERS
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION AWARD SHELLEY LUKE ALLMOND
BIRD-BRANNEN SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FRANCES CREDELIA RHODES
The St. Phillips Parish Chapter of the Daughters of the American Colonists and
one of its members, Mrs. Lawton Brannen, present annually to a graduate student in
history a scholarship for the senior year. The scholarship is designed to promote
interest in the study of American History and is awarded to a student who gives evi-
dence of ability to do work which in quality and quantity can be judged as excel-
lent
CHEMISTRY AWARD JENIFER ANN ZARAZA
A Handbook of Chemistry and Physis is presented by CRC Press, Inc. for outstand-
ing achievement in freshman chemistry
DELTA SIGMA PI AWARD SANDRA LYNN BROWN
SARAH ELIZABETH LEWIS
A scholarship key presented to the senior business administration major with the
highest grade point average and exemplifying good character. (Tied this year.)
FOREIGN LANGUAGE AWARDS:
FRENCH LYNN KAREN HAYGOOD
Presented annually by the French division for outstanding achievement in the
study of French language and literature.
GERMAN PRESTON THOMPSON, JR.
Presented annually by the German division for outstanding achievement in the
study of German language and literature.
SPANISH FREDA JO DAVIS
Presented annually by the Spanish division for outstanding achievement in the
study of Spanish language and literature.
FREDERICK W.TAYLOR AWARD JOSEPH DANIEL SPEIGHT, JR.
Sponsored by H. Minkovitz and Son, Inc. and awarded to the outstanding senior
majoring in management.
HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION AWARD LYNN AN I'll
This award is given in recognition of service and leadership in this organiz ijn.
KAPPA DELTA EPSILON SCHOLARSHIP DEBORAH FAITH MA'AAI
The scholarship is awarded annually for graduate or undergraduate study . tjeo
gia Southern to an active member of Alpha Lambda Chapter. The reci
selected on the basis of leadership in college activities and outstanding a< im
and professional performance.
MAX O'NEAL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP MARK VICKERS WETHERNIljOl
Presented by the history faculty to a graduate student for outstanding i q;v|
ment.
NATIONAL ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION AWARD ROBIN JENNIFER 5, All
Presented to the senior accounting major who has the highest grade poi ijvei
age
NATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION AWARD ALISON FAITH HAJ i i
Professional Award of Merit to a graduating senior for outstanding achie /he"
in business education.
NATIONAL SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION AWARD . CAREN ELIZABETH R0|«1
1
Annual award to the outstanding senior in office administration.
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN ENGLISH AWARD NANCY BITTI S'EA
Presented by the Department of English to the English major with the high 3aci
demic average.
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN SOCIOLOGY
and ANTHROPOLOGY AWARD WANDA GRACE " WE
Presented by the Department of Sociology and Anthropology to the sen ([*"
the highest academic average
OUTSTANDING SENIOR PRINTING MANAGEMENT AWARD LAURA BAK-liM
Presented by the International Graphic Arts Education Association to the fflj
ing senior with the highest grade point average.
PHI KAPPA PHI OUTSTANDING )UNIOR AWARD FRANCES CREDELIA t KK
PHI KAPPA PHI OUTSTANDING SOPHOMORE AWARD BRENDA V W
56 / Honors Day
Honors
rSICAl EDUCATION AWARD STEPHANIE BROWN
MICHAEL ROBERT GRIFFIN
resented by the Department of Physical Education to the outstanding physical
cation major exhibiting scholastic achievement and leadership qualities.
)MECA PI AWARD WANDA ELAINE HAYWOOD
n award of merit given annually by Pi Omega Pi, the National Business Techer
cation Honor Society, to a graduating member with the highest academic aver-
CHOLOCY AWARD SUSAN MARIE RAY
esented by the Department of Psychology to a senior psychology major for
levement in scholarship and contribution to the discipline of psychology
i F. POWELL CREATIVE WRITING AWARD CHARLES DANIEL MCLEAN
lis award is presented periodically to a student for exceptional accomplishment
reative writing.
VIA ALPHA IOTA COLLEGE HONOR AWARD ALICIA ANN RAMAGE
iven by the National Office of Sigma Alpha lota to the member of the local
chapter displaying excellence in leadership, scholarship, and musicianship.
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA SCHOLASTIC HONOR AWARD SUSAN ELAINE FAULK
S. S. KRESGE MARKETING AWARD Diane Sylvia All good
Presented annually to the outstanding senior in marketing.
T. |. MORRIS MIS AWARD LORI ALLEN DUKE
KATHERINE VICTORIA KEITH
This award is presented by the Morris Information Systems Division of T. ). Morris
to the outstanding senior in the management date processing ma)or.
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE INTERN AWARD LAURA BAKER MELL
ROBERT ENNIS
This award is presented to four students in the United States on the basis of out-
standing scholarship and ability in the field of printing management.
WALL STREET JOURNAL AWARD KATHY LYNN ROGERS
Presented annually to a finance major for excellent scholarship activities.
EXCELLENT SCHOLARSHIP— Graduating Seniors 3.8 GPA
Barbara Karen Barnes
loan Goodwin Blackwood
Cecil Baxter Bray III
Sandra Lynn Brown
oyce Elaine Butler
ean Morgan Corbitt
Jyron Grady Dasher
Keith joseph Degl
Perry Anthony Duggar
>usan Elaine Faulk
Majorie Teresa Frazier
Kathy McCoy Gibbs
Teresa Lynn Gillespie
Benjamin Blanton Gray
Michael Ray Hagan
joyce Lynn Holloway
William Reese jacobs, Jr.
Vicki Jo Johnson
Linda Lucille Kirkman
Lynn Sands Lewis
Sarah Elizabeth Lewis
Donald Gary McGee
George Michael Moxley
June Powell NeSmith
Willie Bryant Pate
James Stephen Posey
Janet Louise Rood
Deborah Sue Sanders
Treacy Ann Schuyler
Robert Nathan Smelley, Jr.
Billie Kay Smith
Renae Machele Smith
Teresa Stephens
Ann Marie Stripling
Stephen Stubbs
Wanda Grace Tanner
Christy Lynn Wilson
Vicki Browning Woodard
Mary Kathryn Woodward
EXCELLENT SCHOLARSHIP
Paul Ellis Andrews
Nancy lane Arnell
Deborah Irene Ansel
Gregory Alan Baker
Donna Grace Barfool
Martha Agnes Bet kworlh
Robert Walton Beecher
George Kim Bennett
Lisa Karen Bland
louis Frank Bloodworth
Debra Kay Boatnghl
Sharon Leigh Bogardus
Susan Ann Bowen
sabrina Valeria Boykins
Wilbur Carol Bragg II
Roger Gary Branch, |r
Phyllis Elaine Brannen
fcerald Keith Brantley
|vtarten Leigh Braziel
Deanna Brown
Martha Burns Brown
Robert Livingston Brown
Stephanie Brown
VVilliam Thurmond Brown, |r
Conrad Stephen Brunner
Patricia Burgess
kathryn Faye Burke
David Sean Byrnes
petty Rosalyn Cain
Thomas Carlton Cain
^atricia Marlynn Came
pteven Alan Cannon
Christopher Drew Carswell
[Deborah Costlow Cartee
uhnny Lanier Carler, |r.
thonda Lynn Carter
lanet Dail Cason
Mary Dorothy Cawthon
Mary Virginia Chadwick
Elizabeth Regina Channell
Jeborah Elaine Chapman
(Lisa Beth Childs
tail Robinson Clark
Mna lack Clark
Melissa lane Clifton
>usan Renee Cobb
ranees Angela Coffield
"larole lean Collins
tharlene Kay Cooper
ames Linwood Coursey, |r.
Mancy Kay Cowarl
,
mda Harrison Cox
Donna Ruth Crawley
Kim Collen Cristobal
Howard Donald Criswell III
)iana Lynn Crouch
Carole Daniel
Pavid Putnam Darden
athy |o Davidson
Freda lo Davis
Marcia Ann Davis
Sarah Kathleen Davis
Deborah Williams Deal
lanine Carline Deal
Michael Carl Deal
Nancy Bitter Deal
loy Lynette Deloach
Tammy Leigh Deloach
loann Marie Disler
Amy Gail Dixon
Carla lean Dodd
Melba Marie Dodgen
Rebecca lane Donnahoo
Edw ard Horac e Dotson
Ellen Mane Dotson
Karen Celeste Douglas
Mary Lou Drury
Rebecca Elizabeth Duggan
Thomas Franklin Ebbing
Donna Wren Edwards
Kenneth Edwards
Stephen Howard Edwards
Wyburg Wilson Elkins
Bobby Norris Evans
Larry Keith Evans
Laura Ann Exley
Bruce lames Farmer
loni Denise Farmer
Tammy Elizabeth Farrow
Lora Lucile Feeback
Lisa Ann Feix
Amanda Carter Ferris
lohn Charles Floyd
Mary Lauree Fountain
Elaine Fletcher Fowler
Mary Catherine Fox
Gina Kaye Freeman
Ronnie Dale Frost
Mitzi Dillian Garcia
Mary Lou Garrett
Tangella Gay
Carolyn leanne Gaynor
Carole Lynn Gilbert
Lynne Rose Gilsson
William Robert Godwin
Angela Faye Graham
lames Luther Graham, |r.
Ann Granzow
Christopher Gregory
Elaine Madge Griffin
leffery Cliff Griffin
Teresa Celeste Griffin
Nancy Elizabeth Groover
Annie Laurie Gunter
Doreen Lynn Gurka
Susi Madlen Guthier
Allen Hackle
Shirley lean Haines
Nancy Elizabeth Handwek
Deborah Barbara Harrison
Kathryn Elizabeth Hastings
Susan Larraine Hayes
Elizabeth Leonard Headley
Martha lohannah Hickerson
Mary Susan Higginbotham
lanel Delynn Hobbs
Rachel lanet Hodges
Holly Leigh Holder
David Glynn Hood
Patricia Ann Hood
Kimberly Ann Howard
Victor Allen Huckaby
Rhonda Dee Hudson
Sandra Hudspeth
Lisa Cheryl Hull
Walter Ronald Huggins, |r
Rebecca Lynne Hutchins
Sherrie Lynn Ivey
Donna Renee Ivie
Sharon Marie lackson
lulie Elaine lancse
Deborah Gail lenkins
Sarah Betsill lenkins
Elane lohnson
Michael Scott lones
Victoria Norman lones
Patricia lane Keadle
Mark Anthony Keel
Kathleen Ann Kegley
Katherine Victoria Keith
Candy Michelle Kemp
Robert David Kemp
Lisa Henree Kenworthy
David Bird Kicklighter
Robert Lee Kimbrel, |r.
Gary Stephen Kinsey
Lucy Padgett Kitchings
Lynn Alexandra Koualsky
Kana Renee Kuhn
Dana Marie Lane
Susie Mae Lanier
lames Edwaard Lantz, |r
Mark Hat ley Leech
Donna leanne Leggett
Billy Lane Lewis, |r.
Michael Anthony Lewis
Donna layne Lord
Glenn Nell Lovett
Steve Allen Lovett
Gregory Kirk Lynn
lulie Elizabeth Mabry
Gilmar Lee Maddox, |r.
Beth Magee
Deborah Faith Marshall
Melinda Rae McDonald
Susan Patric ia Mcinarnay
Richard Lamar McKinney
Gay Lynn McManus
Karen Adele McMillan
Wanda Renee Menger
Bryan Miller
Leisha Anne Miller
Stanley Lawrence Miller
Hiram Vann Mitchell
Luanna Dawn Moore
Miriam Moore
lanet Maxine Morns
Stephane Smith Morriss
Ronald Otis Mosley
Susan Leslie Mullins
Carla Ruth Nash
Don Edward Nash
Dianna Leigh Nevll
Philip Keith Newberry
Walter Eugene Nix III
Maria |o Ogden-Davis
Susan Elizabeth Ogle
|ill Hoenick Oliver
Mary Lynn Owen
Anne Pullen Palmer
Valerie Fulcher Palmer
Charles Wesley Parker
Deborah Ellen Parker
Suzanne Marie Payton
Cheryl Beth Petry
lackie Leigh Philyaw
Thomas Lee Pinkerton
David Wayne Powell
Cynthia Beth Price
Lori lean Price
Kathryn Alice Prough
Alfred Asbury Quillian, |r
Mary loann Dorminey Ray
Susan Mane Ray
Cynthia Ann Reddick
Frances Credella Rhodes
Tom Elaine Ripley
Raleigh Pharis Rogers
Billie lean Rooks
Sharon Kelly Rucker
Linda loyc e Rudd
Stephen i homas Rushing
Cynthia Lil Sanders
|o Ann Sanders
Teresa |oy Sasser
Edith Katherine Scogin
Louise Screws
Laura lane Searcy
Rhonda Pauline Shaney
lanice Elaine Sheffield
Evelyn Lane Sheppard
lulia Slegele
Linda Gail Thaxton Sigman
Vanice Horace Sikes, |r
Linda Louise Simmons
Donna Brandon Slaughter
Alic la Lynn Smith
loseph Marcus Smith, |r
|an Marie Spaid
loseph Daniel Speight, |r
Theresa Lynn Stephens
George Danny Stevens
Debbie Stewart
Rose Elaine Stewart
Amy Stinson
Susan Louise Stone
Vicky Lynn Stone
Kim Ellen Stradhng
Lewis Strickland
lelferson Gary Summers
Cindy lane Talley
Kimberly Ann Talley
Carol Carter Tanner
Kristy Lyn Taylor
Nancy Elizabeth Taylor
lesse Mc Pherson Thompson
Regina Ann Thompson
Susan Dianne Thornhill
Suzanne Kay Thornton
Steven Robert Thritt
Kimberly Layne Tillman
Cary Lewis Tippett
Houston Ellis Todd
Margaret Ann Todd
Michelle Smith Tootie
Connie lean Turner
Connie Lynn Turner
Cindy Sue Turpin
ludy Ann Vanfossen
Cheryl Lynn Voutila
Chris Drew Walker
Randall Clayton Walker
Sahbrennah Lanora Walters
Gregory Lee Watford
Brenda Watson
Elizabeth lane Wehunt
loan Hannah Weldon
Robert Bruce Wells
William Annis Werkheiser
lames Michael White
Lori Diane Wiggins
Thea Ann Wilkins
Betty Louise Wilson
Nancy lo Witz
Matthew Louis Wolfe
Roberta Ann Woods
Marc David Wright
William Clinton Wright
Catherine Yarbrough
Corilla Ann Young
lender Ann Zaraza
Annora Caye Zeagler
Garnett Edward Zeagler. |r
Chester Zettler
Honors Day / 57
58 / Eagle Eyes
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162 Participate
in Road Race
Georgia Southern 10,000
to be Annual Event
More than 160 participated in the
first Georgia Southern 10,000-meter
road race on May 26. GSC Founda-
tion, Inc., and Bulloch County Run-
ning Club sponsored the event,
which will hopefully become an
annual one.
Runners came from as far away as
Augusta, Savannah, and Vidalia. Car-
olyn Lota, overall female winner,
clocked in at 42:47. Tom Harrell,
overall winner, had a time of 34:17.
Other winners included Kathryn
Godley, 18-29 female winner (51:59);
David Ellenburg, 13-17 male winner
(36:20); Dean Henry, 9-12 male win-
ner (51:59); Jo Ann Glenn, 30-39
female winner (57:31); Charlie Patter-
son, 30-39 male winner and second
overall (34:44); Bobby Steptoe, 40-49
male winner (35:17); Sanford Walker,
18-29 male winner (38:41); and Bill
Carter, 8-and-under male winner
(53:58).
Local banks donated T-shirts (First
Federal Savings and Loan of States-
boro), trophies (Sea Island Bank), and
numbers and place cards 1st Bulloch
Bank and Trust Co.
60 / Georgia Southern 10,000
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SUB Sponsors Milwaukee
Ballet Company
The Milwaukee Ballet Company seeing works performed by artists
appeared in McCroan Auditorium on they were created for, the Milwaukee
February 1, sponsored by the SUE. Ballet's repertoire includes many
The company, under the direction original works, representing a wide
of jean Paul Comelin, performs a full variety of styles. They range from the
array of classical favorites and con- simple and moving "Song for jose," a
temporary masterpieces. It is gaining tribute to Jose Limon, to a new, full-
a reputation as one of America's fin- length production of Tchaikovsky's
est and most versatile dance troupes. "Nutcracker," especially designed for
Stressing the unique excitement of touring.
Milwaukee Ballet Company / 63
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A little nonsense now and then,
Is relish'd by the best of men.
— Anonymous
68 / A Little Nonsense
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Southern Personality / 73
74 / Thought of Solitude
Thought of Solitude / 75
76 / Creek Week

Flowers are like
« i,
the pleasures of the world.
— Shakespeare »
Flowers / 79
80 / Watermelon Special
_ .IK*]

Fifty-First Spring
Graduation
Dale W. Lick Inaugurated
as Ninth President of GSC
The fifty-first annual Spring Gradu-
ation and the Inauguration of Dale
W. Lick as the Ninth President of
Georgia Southern College occurred
on June 9, 1979, in the Hanner Field-
house. Presiding at the ceremony of
808 graduates was Dr. Charles ). Aus-
t i n , Vice-President of Academic
Affairs. Invocation was given by Mr.
E. Merrill Foster of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints. Dr. Mario Goglia, the Vice-
Chancellor for Research, University
System of Georgia, presented the
Inaugural Charge. Afterward, Dr. Lick
accepted the inauguration as Presi-
dent.
Prior to the graduation ceremo-
nies, a banquet was held in the
library for the graduates, their fami-
lies and the GSC faculty.
82 / Spring Graduation


Sports
MEN'S SWIMMING • WOMEN'S
SWIMMING'
WATER POLO "MEN'S
BASKETBALL*
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL'
GYMNASTICS •
SOFTBALL • STATE SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT'
CHRIS SCHENKEL GOLF
TOURNAMENT*
GOLF • BASEBALL • NCAA REGIONAL
TOURNAMENT • WOMEN'S TENNIS •
MEN'S TENNIS • SCOREBOARD •
INTRAMURALS
Men Finish Second
In Sunbelt Invitational
With six veterans returning, the
men's swim team c hurned its way to
another winning season, including a
second-place finish in the Sun Belt
Invitational Swimming and Diving
Championship.
Dual meets with Tampa, South Flo-
rida, and South Carolina highlighted
their 5-4 season. In the Southern
Intercollegiate Championships, the
team took eighth place.
Coac h Bud Floyd praised all the
swimmers for the "100 percent effort
they put out."
Men's Swimming / 87
Lady Swimmers Break
Seven School Records
Although the women's swim team
broke seven GSC records, they fin-
ished with a 1-5 record. The only win
was over University of Tampa.
The medley relay of Susie Jones,
Debbie Farris, Jennifer George, and
Cindie Osmer broke the standing
record with a time of 2:00.8.
Other relay records were dropped
by Jones, Donna Hendrick, Osmer,
and Lynn Robinson in the 200 yard
relay with a time of 1 :45.4 and the 400
yard free relay of Catherine Miller,
Toni Lyon, Osmer, and Robinson
broke the record with a time of
4:03.1.
Individual records were broken by
Jones in the 200 yard individual med-
ley. Farris set a new 50 yard back-
stroke record and Jennifer George
broke the 100 yard breaststroke
record.
/ Women's Swimming
F irsCEBWDon0 a Hedri
McDonald, Cindie Osmer, 'QBthei
assistant Coa^b-t^lt^Ruedebusc
Fourth Row^Debbie Far
Women's Swimming / 89
GSC Enters Southern League
Fhe GSC Water Polo team entered
the Southern Water Polo League this
season in an attempt to upgrade its
sc hedule. The Eagles played teams
such as Lynchburg, James Madison,
Florida State and Duke.
Two GSC players made the 1978
Southern Water Polo League All-
Conference Team. Freshman goalie
George Evans was named to the first
team while Senior defensive player
Larry Peake was an honorable men-
tion selection.
The Eagles completed their season
with a 5-4 record in league play and a
9-4 overall record.
TIMER WATER POLO SCORER
90,
idmg: Jeanie Fitzsimons, Manager; Erik Peterson, Greg Kolnicky, Larry Peake, George Evans, Pat lergens, Jeff Arbuckle, John Wil
jison, Coach Floyd. Sitting: Darrel Ward, jimmy johnson, Doug Savage, Chris Walker, Randy Holt, Mark Miller.

Eagles' Season 9-18;
13-Game Losing
Streak
The GSC Eagles began their regular
season with an 86-68 win over the
Georgia State Panthers. Matt Simp-
kins led the scoring with 35 points
and Kevin Anderson added 22. Wins
over Armstrong State, Austin Peay,
and South Alabama boosted the
record to 4-0 before GSC suffered an
overtime loss to UT-Chattanooga, 87-
86.
A John Fowler tip-in with three
seconds remaining in the game gave
GSC their first-win-ever over UNC at
Charlotte, 82-81.
However, the Eagles record drop-
ped to 6-4 after losses in the Poinset-
tia Classic and in the Kiwanis-Old
Dominion Classic.
Homecoming 1979 saw GSC
defeated by the Augusta jaguars, 88-
86. The Eagles made only 30.4% of
their goal attempts in the first half
and 40% of free-throw attempts. Five
minutes had passed in the second
half before the Eagles scored. The
Jaguars built up a 21-point lead with
11:37 remaining. The Eagles finally
pulled within two with 37 seconds
left, but were unable to pull off a vic-
tory.
The Eagles' losing streak continued
with losses to South Carolina, Mer-
cer, Wake Forest, Virginia Tech, and
Northwest Louisiana. At the end of
the season, the losing streak was a
record-setting 13 games, bringing the
season to a 9-18 close.
The season, while not memorable,
did have its bright spots. Kevin
Anderson finished his career as GSC's
third leading scorer with 1,843 points.
Senior Matt Simpkins was named to
the all-tournament teams at the Poin-
settia and Kiwanis-Old Dominion
Classics.
92 / Men's Basketball
FRONT ROW: Tony Gibson, Tim fames, Reggie Coffer, Phil Leisure SECONC
Donald Barber, Robert )ahn, Matt Simpkins, Kevin Anderson THIRD: Joh
Fowler, Terry Fahey, Caesar Williams, Steve Taylor, Jerome Anderson
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Women Place Second in
GAIAW's Southern Division
The women's basketball team fin-
ished its season, 11-13, finishing sec-
ond in the GAIAW's Southern Divi-
sion.
The season began with a three-
game losing streak which was snap-
ped by a 96-73 win over Savannah
State.
An 84-81 victory over Fort Valley
State was the team's first comeback
win. Debra Linebarger and Terrie
Houston led the scoring with 19 and
18 points, respectively, as the team
rebounded from a 51-41 deficit.
With 14 points, Lisa Feix led the
Lady Eagles to their second straight
comeback win, beating Albany State
64-62. Feix made four clutch free
throws in the last 1:30 of the game
and Debra Linebarger made a last
second steal to clinch the win.
Although Terrie Houston scored 18
points against Mercer of Macon, the
Eagles winning streak snapped, los-
ing 84-68.
Later in the season, another victory
over Fort Valley State, 77-76, upped
the record to 10-8. CSC's ladies shot
52% from the floor. Houston scored
28 points with teammate Kay Martin
adding 15.
The girls closed out their regular
season play with an 87-81 loss to Val-
dosta State, a team GSC Coach Crow-
der called "the best in the state."
Crowder described the game as "our
best effort of the year."
98 / Women's Basketball





Gymnasts
Post
4-4 Record
The gymnastics team posted a 4-4
record this season against such com-
petition as Memphis State and The
Citadel. The men also competed in
the NCAA Regional Qualifying Meet
with third year gymnast, Bob Stanley,
finishing 12th.
After ranking second in the Eastern
Division, Stanley competed in the
pommel horse competition at the
national AAU championships, plac-
ing third.

Ladies Win Second Straight
GAIAW State Championship
CSC's Lady Eagles stormed their way to their
second straight win of the GAIAW State
Championship, a berth in the Regional Tour-
nament, and a season record of 23-1 1
.
The season opened in a doubleheader
against Georgia Southwestern, GSC winning 3-
2 and 4-3.
After losing to Armstrong State, the ladies
split with lacksonville and Auburn. The win
over Auburn led to a six-game winning streak,
which was ended by Georgia Tech.
Another six-game winning streak was ended
by West Georgia at the end of the season,
shortly before the state championship hosted
by Georgia Southern. In the finals, GSC faced
West Georgia for the state title.
In the Women's Regional Softball Tourna-
ment in Tallahassee, F la., GSC was seeded
fourth. After drawing a first round bye, the
Eagles lost to Auburn, 4-3. In their second
game, the ladies rallied from a 6-3 deficit in the
bottom of the seventh inning, scoring four
runs on five hits, to defeat Armstrong State.
The winning run came on the strength of Lisha
Turley's double, which sent senior Ann Bryant
across the plate to seal the victory.
The Eagles were eliminated in a game
against Delta State, losing 4-3. Tied 3-3, going
into the seventh inning, GSC came up with a
two-out, bases loaded situation, but failed to
connect. In their half of the inning, Delta State
loaded the bases because of a couple of GSC
errors, and pushed across the winning run,
nailing down the 4-3 victory.
In the Regional, )anet Reddick went 8 for 12
at bat and produced the only GSC homerun in
the three games.
106 / Worn*
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GSC Hosts
Tourney;
Eagles Win
State Title
The Lady Eagles captured the Geor-
gia State Championship title for the
second straight year, earning the
right to participate in the region tour-
ney in Tallahassee, Fla.
GSC defeated Georgia Southwest-
ern, 10-5; West Georgia, 5-4; and
Armstrong State, 2-1. The Eagles
played West Georgia for the title, los-
ing the first game, 5-4. In the decid-
ing game, GSC's ladies defeated West
Georgia, 8-2, to win the title.
112 / Stale Softball Tournament

GSC Finishes Second
In Schenkel Invitational
CSC hosted the ninth annual Chris
Schenkel Invitational Coif Tourna-
ment April 27-29 with 21 teams par-
ticipating.
Florida's Gators were awarded the
top seed for the tournament on the
basis of their six tournament champi-
onships at the time. North Carolina,
Wake Forest, GSC, and Auburn
rouncied out the top five seeds.
The Eagles' eight-over-par initial
score left them nine strokes behind
the Florida State Seminoles and 11
back of the leading Wake Forest Dea-
cons. GSC rallied in the second
round, with five-under-par score, to
take third position, one shot behind
the Gators.
Final round action ended with GSC
a stroke up on the Gators but 16 shy
of the Seminoles. The Florida Gators,
who had won two Schenkel titles,
finished third. They had previously
won in 1973 and 1975. In 1978, the
Florida team finished fourth.
Defending champion Wake Forest,
who has won four Schenkel titles,
finished fourth, with Ohio State, N.C.
State, LSU, South Florida, North Caro-
lina, and Eastern Kentucky rounding
out the top ten.
In individual scoring, CSC's )odie
Mudd finished fourth with a score of
21 Wake Forest's Gary Hallberg fin-
ished first with 205.
S( henkel Colt Tournament

Golfers Receive
Eighth Straight Bid to
NCAA Tourney
CSC's eleventh ranked golf team received its eighth con-
secutive bid to the NCAA Championship since 1971
.
Although the Eagles did not win any of the seven spring
tournaments, they never finished lower than fourth in any
of them. The team took second place finished in four of
them, including the Duke Invitational and the Gator Invi-
tational.
In the Palmetto Intercollegiate, the Eagles, tied for the
lead after the first round, fell 15 strokes off the pace in the
second. A strong finish in the third and final day of play
saw CSC pull within three (1109) of North Carolina's win-
ning 1106 to finish second. Freshman )odie Mudd tied for
fourth with junior Tom Carlton with one-over-par scores
of 217.
GSC finished fourth in a field of 20 at the Furman Inter-
collegiate. Florida won with 572, GSC had 589. Eagle Pat
Lynn tied for eighth with a one-over-par 145.
In the Southern junior-Senior Golf Championship, GSC
finished third with 294. Mudd finished with an even par
total of 216.
Bob Burk, |im Ragland, Marc Arnette, Toby Chapin, A.
Paul Oglesby, Billy Harris. Not pictured: Iodic Mudd
Duncan, Tommy Carlton, Head Coach Buddy Alexander, Pat Lynn, Doug Gregory, Hal Parsons,
116 /Golf

Eagles Set 14 Records
in 45-13 Season
After a 38-15 record in 1978, Coach
Jack Stallings and his Eagle dugout
faced a promising 1979, enhanced by
newcomers and returning players.
The club pommelled into a 45-13 sea-
son, setting 13 school records and
one NCAA record, and landed a
berth in the NCAA Regionals.
As a team, the Eagles have scored
more runs (483), slapped more hits
(630), banged more doubles (219)
and homeruns (55), and gained more
total bases (972) than any other GSC
team.
Mark Strucher blasted 26 homeruns
in the 58 Eagle games, breaking the
national record of 25 set by Bob Hor-
ner, former Arizona State star now an
Atlanta Brave. Horner took 88 games
to set the record — 30 more than
Strucher took to break it. He set three
school records: 85 RBI's, 187 total
bases, and an .858 slugging average.
Junior shortstop Scott Fletcher
broke the records for runs scored
(74), hits (96), and stolen bases (29).
His .417 batting average was only one
point from tying the GSC record.
Senior outfielder Chip Gray set a
record of eight triples.
The team batting average of .326 is
the second best ever. The pitching
staff set a record too: fewest hits
allowed in one season, 384.
GSC was seeded third in the NCAA
playoffs and finished third by losing
twice to Clemson, 8-4 and 2-0, while
beating unranked Citadel, 5-3.
Catcher Carmelo Aguayo and
shortstop Scott Fletcher were named
to the All-Tournament team of the
South Atlantic Regional. They were
also named All-American.
118 / Baseball
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GSC Finishes Third
in NCAA Regional
GSC finished third in the NCAA
playoffs, eliminated by two losses to
fifth-ranked Clemson. The Eagles did
beat unranked Citadel.
Eagle bats were quiet during the
playoff; only nine runs were scored
in three games, compiling a slight
.210 batting average.
128 / NCAA Regional

Women's Tennis Places Second in Stati
Top seeded Susan Hunter and second seed
Kim Moseley led the women's tennis team to a
second place finish in the state with a 15-7
record.
The season opened with a big 8-1 win over
jacksonville. Mosely, Kirby, Gray, Handwerk,
and Bachman led the way with singles victo-
ries.
James Madison handed the Eagles the first
loss of the season, 5-4, at the first home match.
Later in the season against Lehigh, GSC's top
three seeds were defeated in singles competi-
tion. However, the Lady Eagles held on to win,
5-4.
Stetson and College of Charleston handed
CSC back-to-back defeats, 0-9. But the Eagles
won over Armstrong State, 8-1; their only loss
was a Hunter fall, 6-4, 6-2.
When CSC played Columbus, the Eagles bat-
tled rain from a tornado to win 6-3. Other wins
that day included 8-1 victory over Berry and 7-
2 over Shorter.
GSC's first conference loss was a 9-0 defeat
by Georgia. Shriver's team only lost two more
conference games during the season, to finish
with a 10-3 conference record.
Regular season play ended with 7-2 victories
over Emory, Armstrong, and Flagler.
130 / Women's Tennis
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Men's Tennis
Posts 21-4 Record ^jjjgS^8^*^
The men's tennis team completed
its best season ever with a 21-4
record. Its main conquests included
wins over Kentucky, Georgia Tech,
and Division II power Flagler.
The GSC team completely domi-
nated the Rome Invitational, coming
away with six out of nine champion-
ships. The men placed fourth in the
men's Fall Intercollegiate Tennis
Championships.
The CSC team finished second
behind nationally ranked Georgia at
the Georgia Intercollegiates held in
Athens. David Ewing highlighted play
for the Eagles as he upset two Geor-
gia players to reach the quarterfinals,
where teammate Steve Morris
defeated him. Morris lost to a Geor-
gia player in the semifinals.
1 34 / Men's Tennis



Lynchburg College
Washington Lee
lames Madison
University of Richmond
Virginia Military Ins.
Second Tournament
George Washington
Univ. of N. Carolina
East Carolina Univ
Duke University
Florida State UniversityW 15-9, W 6-5, W 7-3, W 9-6
27-1
L 6-4
W 21-7
L 13-5
W 26-1
W 11-4
W 27-5
L 11-5
L 10-4
MEN'S TENNIS
Valdosta State W
South Carolina L
Valdosta State W
Jacksonville W
Flagler (rainout)
at Daytona Beach (rainout)
at Florida Tech W
Armstrong State W
Charleston W
North Carolina W
Appalachian State L
Garner Webb W
at Duke or L
at University of Georgia L
Kentucky W
Presbyterian W
at Mercer W
at Georgia Tech W
at Emory W
at Georgia State (no show)
Jacksonville W
at Auburn W
Rome Tournament WON
Armstrong State W
South Carolina W
Flagler W
Charleston W
at Citadel W
Georgia Intercollegiate SECOND
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Mercer University
at Univ. of Georgia
L
W
64-76
59-49
at Georgia State L 61-74
at Valdosta State L 88-115
Albany State W 103-87
at South Carolina L 51-113
at North Ga. Christmas Inv.
North Ga. L 56-66
Berry College W 69-65
Troy State W 77-67
at Augusta College L 69-72
at Savannah State W 86-55
Fort Valley State W 84-81
at Albany State W 64-62
at Mercer Univ. L 68-84
Georgia State L 64-68
Augusta College W 77-63
Univ. of Georgia w 72-60
at Fort Valley State w 77-76
North Georgia College L 74-83
at UT Chattanooga i Inv.
UT Chattanooga L 69-79
Mercer Univ. L 68-73
Savannah State W 96-73
Valdosta State L 84-90
GAIAW State Tournament
Mercer L 70-71
WOMEN'S TENNIS
at Jacksonville W 8-1
James Madison Col. L 4-5
Western Michigan W 5-4
Flagler Col. W 5-4
Valdosta State L 4-5
Lehigh Univ. W 5-4
Stetson Univ. L 0-9
at Col. of Charleston L 0-9
Armstrong State W 9-0
Jacksonville Univ. W 5-4
at Columbus Col. w 6-3
Shorter Col. w 7-2
Berry Col. w 8-1
Univ. of Ga. L 0-9
at Emory Univ. w 7-2
Armstrong State w 7-2
Brenau Col. L 4-5
at Ga. State W 8-1
Flagler Col. w 7-2
Large Col. AIAW State
Tournament 2nd
MEN'S BASKETBALL
*Poinsetta
**Old Domin
So. Australia
Ga. State
Armstrong State
Austin Peay
at So. Ala.
at UT Chattanooga
UNC Charlotte
*Murray State
*Furman
**Fla. State
**Bucknell
Valdosta State
UNC Wilmington
UT Chattanooga
Ga. State
UNC Wilmington
at So. Carolina
Augusta College
at Mercer Univ.
at Valdosta State
at Centenary Col.
at NE Louisiana
Mercer Univ.
at Wake Forest
at Virginia Tech
NE Louisiana
at Campbell Col.
at UNC Charlotte
1 38 / Scoreboard
Classic
ion Classic
W(Exh)
W 97-94
W 86-68
W 65-59
W 93-91
L 86-87
W 82-81
W 87-84
L 83-105
L 83-%
L 78-79
W 98-89
W 72-67
L 69-71
W81-79
69-74
81-87
86-88
74-85
90-98
91-110
74-116
78-87
69-77
84-104
70-82
77-79
71-88 1
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
Ga. Southwestern
Ca. Southwestern
at Armstrong State
at Armstrong State
Jacksonville Univ.
Jacksonville Univ.
Auburn Univ.
Auburn Univ.
North Ca.
North Ga.
at Ga. Southwestern
at Ga. Southwestern
Ga. Tech
Ga Tech
Armstrong State
Armstrong State
at Ga. Tech
at Ga. Tech
at North Ga.
at North Ga.
at West Ga.
at West Ga.
State Tournament
Ga. Southwestern
West Ga.
Armstrong State
West Ga.
WestGa.
W 3-2
W 4-3
L 6-17
L 0-7
L 4-5
W 8-5
L 6-7
W 4-1
W 4-2
w 6-5
w 8-2
w 13-8
w 5-1
L
w
5-6
5-1
w 4-0
w 10-4
w 8-3
w 7-5
w 7-2
L 1-5
w 9-1
1st •*
w 10-5
w 5-4
w 2-1
L 4-5
w 8-2
Lj YAlrv/o / /L>
It Tt-!<» J/-)(llat i no i_ild(i(M w Ibz- roTO
at Raleigh Triangular M eel
iNortn v_ d r o 1 1 n d jtate vv 1 ft/11 On - 1 )<\
Fastern Kentucky \A/VV i ha 1 no
at Jacksonville State L 1 7ClI IV- 'I P. )
Memphis State L 1 /y- 1 ni
at Houston Triangular Meet
Houston Baptist \A/vv ZUj-
Univ. of Texas w 205- 161
at Ca. Tech L 169 192
William and Mary L 168- 188
NCAA Regional Qualifying
Bob Stanley 2nd — pommel horse
NCAA Championships
Bob Stanley 12th— pommel horse
WSili.ML
ampbell CQltegP
;ampbell College
)ld Dominion
)kl Dominion
Vest Virginia
Vest Virginia
Vestern Kentucky
Catholic University
:alholit University
George Mason
;>rockport State
'.rockport State
lorida International
lowling Green
londa International
^iami
iami
icksonville
ksonville
< ksonville
high
high
rmstrong Stale
.rinstrong State
aplist College
Laptist College
aidosla Slate
laldosla Slate
icorgia
ward
)ulh Carolina
>uth Carolina
lereer
elson
ielson
orida Slate
orida State
nrida Stale
agara
lereer
liagara
jiulh Carolina
iulh Carolina
femson
lemson
jemson
'(ksonville
>astal Carolina
iastal Carolina
Sere er-Atlanla
lercer-Atlanta
jmslrong Stale
iptist College
,i pi i st College
pnda Slate
>rida Stale
ilumbus
ilumbus
emson"
ladel*
emson*
•
— NCAA Atlantic Regional
W
w
w
w
w
w
w-
vv
w
w
vv
w
vv
vv
L
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
L
w
w
L
t
w
w
w
L
w
L
W
w
w
?,L
W
W
*l
w
w
w
vv
vv
L
VV
w
w
w
vv
w
w
L
w
L
12-1
12- 7
5-1
5-0
9-0
10-3
23-3
13-9
10-4
15- 1
8- 2
9-2
9-6
9-13
• 2-7
4-7
6-10
1-13
9-8
1-4
9-0
5- 3
5-2
2-0
12-2
9-4
21-0
3-9
16- 3
13- 4
5-21
5-6
6- 3
6-0
11-1
4-6
7-4
4-5
8- 1
4- 1
20-2
1-4
6-5
10-8
0- 1
12-10
12-9
15-1
3-2
6- 3
5-8
1-6
3-2
19-2
8-3
8-1
7-0
5-3
4-8
5- 3
0-2
MEN'S SWIMMING
at Brenau Relays
at Tampa
at South Florida
at Vanderbilt Univ.
at South Carolina
Furman Univ.
Ga. State
at Augusta College
The Citadel
Albany State
at Sun Belt Invitational
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
at Brenau Relays
at Triangular Meet
(Ga. and Brenau)
at Tampa
at South Florida
at Emory
at South Carolina
Furman
at GAAIW State Championships
at AIAW Regionals
5th
3rd
L
VV
L
L
3rd
7th
37-89
36-93
38-91
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Softball—
Most
Popular
Sport
The intramural department spon-
sored sports programs, including
football, volleyball, basketball,
weightlifting, bowling, billiards, and
Softball.
The Dale Lick Run was sponsored
in October and in May.
Softball was the most popular
sport, with 78 teams participating.
9K*
-mm
- }
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Organizations
d Sciences
ional Related Organizations: Assoc. of Public Administration
ate Students, Delta Phi Alpha, French Club, Journalism Club,
Music Educators National Conference, Philosophy Club, Pi Delta
ligma Delta Pi, Student National Art Education
Assoc., Sociology anc^Anthropology Club, Spanish Club, Student
ietetic Assoc. of GSC ^—. *k k§ J§WKSm .... v F
Student Affiliate Chapter
of the American Chemical Soc iety
Outstanding Chemistry
The student chapter of ACS provides chemistry students
with the challenges of modern chemistry.
Mark Jernigan received the Outstanding Graduating Chem-
istry Major award from the Coastal Empire Section of the soci-
ety.
Top left: Chapter
Advisor, Robert
Fitzwater; Presi-
dent, Chip Bray;
Secretary-Treasurer,
Wain Strickland
Chemical Society / 147
Alpha Psi Omega
Group Helps
Produce
Children's Theatres
Alpha Psi Omega is a national dra-
matics honorary fraternity estab-
lished to advance the theatre arts as a
part of the culture. Membership is
based on points earned over a mini-
mum of two years.
The organization sponsored the
play "Who Can Fix the Dragon's
Wagon?" in April in conjunction
with the Bullpen County Board of
Education and the Statesboro
Regional Library.
148 /Alpha Psi Omega
Student Art League
League Sponsors
Student Shows
This year the Student Art League
initiated a program that in the future
will require all graduating seniors to
have an exit show in the SUB Gallery.
Other activities of the league
included: two art shows; the Third
Annual Juried Student Show; and dis-
playing works in several locations on
campus.
The club also co-sponsored a series
of "Films About Art" as well as
several speakers including Robert
Pincus-Witten.
Officers: President, Don Nash; Vice-President,
Spencer Ladd; Secretary-treasurer, Diane
Maized
m
Student Art League / 149
American Society of Interior Design
The American Society of Interior Design is the profes-
sional organization for designers. The student chapter here
at Southern has contact with professional members of
ASID. This is beneficial to students, because they get a
taste of what is really happening in the world of design.
During the winter of 1979, ASID took two trips of great sig-
nificance. The trip to Miami for the Southeastern Regional
Conference was enlightening as to what designers are
accomplishing today. The trip to Charleston consisted of a
candlelight tour of the historic houses and other related
activities.
150 / American Society of Interior Design
Phi Alpha Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta
Club
Promotes
Historical
Studies
Phi Alpha promotes an interest in
the study of history, and of encour-
agement and recognition of out-
standing scholarship in historical
studies among the GSC student body.
Phi Alpha / 151
Bio-Science Club
Okefenokee
Canoe Trip
Highlights
Year
The purpose of the club is to promote
extracurricular activities relating to the sci-
ence field. The activities this year included
two canoe trips, fall cookout, and guest
speakers.
All interested students, regardless of major,
are invited to attend.
Officers: President, Ellen Dotson; Vice President, Tony
Tucker; Secretary-Treasurer, Lane Beasley; Reporter,
David Kicklighter
TOUGH THE EARTH,
LOVE THE EARTH,
HONOUR THE EARTH,
HER PLAINS, HER VALLEYS,
HER HILLS AND HER SEAS;
REST YOUR SPIRIT
IN HER SOLITARY PLACES.
152 / Bioscience Club
leology Club
Club Promotes Study
The Geology Club seeks to pro-
ote the study of geology. Member-
sip is open to all interested stu-
cints.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Musicians
Capture
Basketball
Title
Phi Mu Alpha is a professional
music fraternity established nation-
ally in 1898. The Zeta Omicron was
chartered on Southern's campus May
15, 1953. Activities this year have
included Christmas caroling, basket-
ball pep band, Alumni oyster roast,
camping trip to North Carolina, and
American Musicale for UNICEF. Also
ZO had a basketball team whose sea-
son was topped off by playing in the
Professional Fraternity Basketball
Championship.
Officers: President, Reb Stiverder; Vice Presi-
dent, Steven Stone; Treasurer, Jim Brophy; Sec-
retary, Randy Johnson;
Brothers: Steve Thrift, Dennis Hollingsworth,
Jimmy Deal, Steve Coffey
Advisor: Mr. Duane Wickiser
154/ Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Phi Upsilon Omicron
Group Becomes National
Honor Society
Phi Upsilon Omicron has been an
active asset to the GSC campus, pro-
fessionally and socially.
Projects in the 1970's include the
Head Start Program, Open House,
Home Economics Alumni Day, a
men's cooking course, Phi U Con-
claves, Meals on Wheels, and an Old
Fashioned Ice Cream Party for Home
Ec faculty.
In 1979 Phi U became a national
honor society. Also, Mrs. Mydice
Akins held a program on Profession-
alism. Mrs. William Bolen, a Phi U
alumni, spoke at Founder's Day.
OFFICERS: Stephanie Morriss, President; Mar-
tha Blankenship, Vice-President; Crystal Rob-
bins, Secretary; Lisa Kenworthy, Treasurer;
Karen Barnes, Reporter/Historian; Treacy
Schuyler, Chaplain.
Phi Upsilon Omicron / 155
Political Science Club
Students
Discuss
Politics
This organization promotes an
interest in politics. Membership is
open to everyone interested in the
subject of politics.
Activities include speakers and
meetings.
156 / Political Science Club
Psychology Club
Students Discuss Psychology
The Psychology Club provides
opportunities for discussion of psy-
chology in a leisure atmosphere.
Membership is open to students with
an interest in psychology.
OFFICERS: Kathy McDuffie, Presi-
dent; Vanesa Burke, Vice-President;
Doug Morse, Treasurer; Vally Sharpe,
Secretary; Debra Robinson, Program
Director
Psychology Club/ 157
Public Relation
Student Society of Ameri< ;
Society Encourage;
Understanding of Pf
The Society encourages unci;
standing of current theories and pf
cedures in the practice of public n
I
tions; provides an opportunity :
students to become acquainted vw
professionals of public relatio -
Membership is open to interest
GSC students.
158 / Public Relations Club
Puppetry Guild
It Educates,
Entertains
The purpose of this organization is
to promote puppetry and its appreci-
ation and use as an art, educational
medium, and entertainment. Mem-
bership is open to any interested stu-
dent or faculty member.
Puppetry Guild / 159
Sigma Alpha lota
Sisters Co-Sponsor
American Musicale
Sigma Alpha lota is an acade in the
field of music. They strive to further
the development of music in Amer-
ica and to promote a stronger bond
of musical interest and understand-
ing between foreign countries and
America. This year their major project
was having a joint American Musi-
cale with Phi Mu Alpha from which
all proceeds go directly to UNICEF.
Officers: President, Alicia Ramage; Vice Presi-
dent, Elaine Faulk; Recording Secretary, Cindy
Pinion; Corresponding Secretary, Laura Bidez;
Treasurer, Lori Lane; Chaplain, Amanda Ash-
burn; Sergeant-at-Arms, Brenda Hargrove; Edi-
tor, Carol Ogden.
Members: janice Allen, Marti Braziel, Debbie
Cartee, Sue Ellen Coffey, Donna Cwyn, Cor-
inne )enkins, Donna Lord, Valerie Minor,
Donna McCarthy, linda Richardson, Kim Tal-
ley, Mia Wade
Big Brothers: Steve Thrift, |immy Deal, Don
Lowe
Sweetheart: Randy (ohnson
160 / Sigma Alpha lota
tudent Home Economic Association
Jetty Lamp Symbolizes Ideals
The main objective of the Student
ome Economics Association is to
rovide for and to promote the pro-
ssional development of college
3me economics students who are
idividual members of the American
ome Economic Association. SHEA
rovides experiences to increase
utual understanding among people
all cultures, and provides greater
pportunity for developing home
zonomics leadership among mem-
?rs. SHEA also provides opportuni-
es to meet and know people who
are or have been involved in the
home economic profession. The
symbol of the organization is the
Betty Lamp which represents reflec-
tions from the past, ideas of the pres-
ent, and hope for the future.
Activities for 1978-9 included a fall
workshop, Christmas Tea, Fun Fair
Booth, High Hope Valentine party,
and a Spring banquet.
Officers: President, Lynn Lytle; others, Beth
McKie, Rhonda Carter, Ginger McMillar, Karen
Rogers, Karen Barnes
Student Home Economics Association / 161

American Society
of Civil Engineers
Group Visits
State DOT
The ASCE Student Club, sponsored
by the Savannah branch of ASCE,
provides for students an opportunity
to participate in professional activi-
ties. These included a field trip to the
Georgia Department of Transporta-
tion, including the photogrammetry
(aerial photography) facilities.
American Society of Civil Engineers / 163
Society of
Manufacturing Engineers
Society Seeks
Advancement
The Society of Manufacturing Engineers is a professional
society conceived to advance the manufacturing sciences.
A world-wide organization of 45,000 members in thirty-five
countries, it has more than 200 Senior Chapters and 92 Stu-
dent Chapters, of which Georgia Southern College Student
Chapter 85 is one. The CSC chapter is an affiliate of the
Atlanta Chapter. Student membership is open to all stu-
dents interested in manufacturing.
164 / Society of Manufacturing Engineers
lociety of Physics Students
Club Promotes Involvement
ior Physics Majors
The Society of Physics Students
lovides intellectual and social gath-
(ings for all interested physics
Bijors.
(ficers: President, Cliff Burchfield; Vice Presi-
cnt, Dean Sparks; Secretary-Treasurer, Char-
ge Holt
l/isor: Dr. T. P. Bishop
Society of Physics Students / 165
Organizations Related to
The School of Business
Additiona^elated Organizations: Omicron
Delta EflB, Phi Beta Lambda, Pi Omega Pi,
Society^Wne Advancement of Management
Make Tracks To The
PI SIGMA EPSILON
BOOK
EXCHANGE
Sell For More, Buy For Less
We were concerned about the price you have to pay for used books
so PI SIG decided to do something about it.
The Book Store will give you 50% of what you paid for your
textbooks, and resells them at 33% markup.
To get more $$$, t ringyour books to the BOOK EXCHANGE and we
will sell them for you at what you feel is a fair price.
You won't be stuck with unsold books, we will sell them to Landrum
or a wholesaler for you if you want when the book x-change ends
Here's how it works:
A. You set your own price, above what the Bookstore pays for your
books and below what they charge for them. All we add is a small
handling and service charge.
B. A check for your books that sell will be in your Landrum Box on
March 31st. We are completely responsible for all books. We will
pay for any lost books. Unsold books will be returned.
LOCATION
WiHiams Center, Room 111-115
COLLECTION OF BOOKS
tech 17 & 19 Noon-2:M p.m., 4:00-5:00 p.m
M 16 4:00-5:00 p.m.
too) 26 & 27 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m,
BOOK SALES
ten 26-30 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m
Pi Sigma Epsilon
Group Receives Charter
Formerly the Marketing Club, the Gamma
Lambda Chapter of Pi Sigma Epsilon has been
very active since receiving their charter on
November 11, 1978. The year's activities
included consultant work with area businesses
under the Small Business Development Center
and co-sponsorship of Career Awareness Day.
The group sponsored a resume writing session
and a talk by Terry Couch of Terry Couch and
Associates, Atlanta. Other projects were: T-
shirts sales, soliciting contributions for the
Heart Fund, ticket sales for the lunior College
Baseball Tournament, and a student opinion
survey for an ROTC program at CSC Spring
quarter, PSE presented two movies: "Rocky
Horror Picture Show" and "Silent Movie."
Activities included attending monthly meet-
ings of Sales and Marketing Executives of
Atlanta (SME), PSE's sponsor organization.
Twenty members traveled by vans to the
National Convention in New Orleans, Louisi-
ana, during April. A challenge soft ball game
with Delta Sigma Pi, and the Spring Initiation
and Awards Banquet rounded out a busy first
year for the chapter. Sixteen new members,
were initiated and awards given to outstand-
ing members, who included Shelly L. Allmond,
Outstanding Marketing Student, and Mary
Fubanks, recipient of the $500 SME Scholar-
ship. Senior officers recognized were: Roby
Murray, David Pitman, Bill Cheatham, Debbie
Buchannan, and Gary johnson.
OFFICERS: VP Public Relations — Paul Green;
VP Administration — Royce Allmond; VP Mar-
keting _ Bill Cheatham; President — Roby
Murray; VP Personnel — David Pitman;
Recording Secretary — Debbie Buchannan;
Corresponding Secretary — Cindy Crowley;
Treasurer— Gary lohnson.
Pi Sigma Epsilon / 167
Accounting Association
This group seeks to expand interest
in and to promote understanding of
the field of accounting. Membership
is open to students who have com-
pleted at least five hours of account-
ing with a C or better average.
Activities include meetings, field
trips, speakers, and banquets.
Group Promotes
Field of Accounting
FRONT: Nancy Pursell, Treasurer; Robin Swa
President; Karen White; Ferrall Harper; Ni
Clark. BACK: Jeff Edwards; Hiram Mitche
Alice Taylor; )ay Rood; Nancy Pate, De
Alpha Psi Chairman; Edward Rich. OFFICE
NOT PICTURED: Terri Couley, Vice Preside
Cathy Chappell, Secretary; Nancy Rober
Social Chairman; Dr. O'Keefe, Advisor.
168 / Accounting Association
Delta Sigma Pi
Tours, Speakers, Rose Dance
Highlight Fraternity's Year
Delta Sigma Pi is a Professional
Business Fraternity, active world-
wide. The fraternity has grown and
prospered primarily because of a
wise balance between professional
and social activities.
Professional activities include
tours of various industries and pro-
fessional speakers.
Some of the firms the group toured
recently include ITT Grinnel, Brooks
Instruments, and Statesboro Herald
Newspaper. Speakers include Mr. A.
A. Rosser, Administrator of Bulloch
Memorial; Mr. Bill May, Director of
Food Services at GSC; and Mr. Jerold
Bozeman of Milliken & Company.
The fraternity rafted down the
Itchnatuckee River during spring
quarter. The highlight of their social
program was the annual Rose Dance,
which was held at Commodore
Crowley's.
OFFICERS: Ken Sessions, President; Walter Till-
man, Sr. Vice President; Lori Duke, Treasurer;
Dianne Allgood, Secretary; )ay Fulton, Vice
President, Pledge Ed.; John King, Vice Presi-
dent, Professional Activities; Dr. Lon M.
Carnes, Advisor.
Delta Sigma Pi / 169
he School of Education
Additional Related Organizations: Assoc. for Childhood
Education, Delta Psi Kappa, Kappa Delta Epsilon,
Kappa Delta Pi, Phi Epsilon Kappa
Student Association of Educators
Candidate Sponsored
for National Office
The Georgia Southern Chapter of didate for national vice-president ol
the Student Association of Educators
sponsored several activities in the
year. During fall quarter, the club
sponsored a booth at the Organiza-
tional Fair and also sponsored SAGE
Day for area high school students. In
winter quarter, SAE sponsored a can-
SNEA. The annual spring project was
the SAE cookout.
SAE is currently building an
informative program tor future edu-
cators.
Advisors: Dr. |ohn Lindsey, Mrs. lane Cray, Mr.
Charles Bonds
Student Association of Educators / 171
Student Council for
Exceptional Children
Group Discusses Children
This is a professional organization
for students interested in the educa-
tion of exceptional children. Mem-
bership is open to students, regard-
less of stated major.
Tim Blackmore; Casey McKinney; Elaine Cole-
man, Secretary; Debbie Harper; Cesar Froes;
Kim Cristobal; Kathy Prough, Vice-President;
Susan Files; Tracye Griffin; Roy Lewis; Rita
Deloach; Lynn Kovalsky; Wesley White, Presi-
dent; Debbie Fridell; Debbie Whitson; Christie
Giddens, Treasurer; Tracye Regan; Renee Nor-
rie; Susan Mclnarnay; Diane Reynolds; Laura
Searcy; Bruce Farmer; Rhonda Hudson; Ann
Humphries; Carole Ogden; Vicki Vincent;
Sabrina Boykins; Sabrina Brown; Wendy Tay-
lor; Mrs. C. Scott, Advisor
172 / Student Council for Exceptional Children
GSC Student Recreation and Parks Society
Club Sponsors Annual
Haunted House
The Georgia Southern College Student Rec-
reation and Parks Society is a professional
organization with its purposes being: — to
develop and foster the interests of park and
recreation students and to present the official
voice Georgia Southern College with respect
to matters of student concern.
— to create, develop and promote an interest
in recreation, parks, and conservation as a pro-
fession to other students and to the public.
— to promote fellowship, and to augment the
curriculum with social and informal educa-
tional opportunities
— to provide opportunities to affiliate and
cooperate with the National Recreation and
Park Association, Inc., the Georgia Recreation
and Park Society, and annual district confer-
ences, through participation in the National
Student Recreation and Park Society.
The Society is open to all GSC recreation
students.
The society also sponsors many annual
events: spring banquet, Haunted House, Story-
book House and a ski trip. Other events
include many parties, car washes, fun fairs, and
other fund activities.
THE STHRYHIJUK HHlfit
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nary Honor
Organizations
Additional Related Organizations; PhTfcappa Phi
Gamma Beta Phi
Group Sponsors
Professor of the Year
Gamma Beta Phi promotes a bal-
ance of scholarship, leadership, serv-
ice, and social fellowship. Member-
ship is open to all students with a 3.0
GPA or above.
Yearly projects include Professor of
the Year and Faculty Appreciation
Day. Other service projects include
blood pressure check and trash pic-
kup. Socials include state conven-
tion, banquets, and cookouts.
PRESIDENT: Cindy Akers OTHER OFFICERS:
Mike Mayo, Chip Bray, Treacy Schuyler, Keith
Degi.
Gamma Beta Phi / 175

Wesley Foundation
' Methodists Sponsor
Open-Membership
Group
This group was established to
organize and carry out the life work
of the Methodist Church. Member-
ship is open to interested students.
Wesley Foundation / 177
Campus Crusade
for Christ
Everyone
Is Invited
This Christian group gives every-
one the opportunity to know and
serve Christ. Membership is open to
all interested students.
A large part of Campus Crusade is
personal witness. This is accom-
plished through Bible studies, visit-
ing, and gatherings.
Events during the year included the
Andre Kole performance and several
retreats.
178 / Campus Crusade for Christ
Baptist Student Union
Involvement Is
the Key Word
The GSC Baptist Student Union is one of the most
involved and active in the state, according to David Chan-
cey, BSU president. "Involvement" is the key word because
BSU seeks to reach as many students as possible and involve
them in some phase of their programming.
Activities include choir on Tuesday nights, Wednesday
Night Live, Fellowship on Thursdays, weekly visits to the
nursing homes, hospital visitation ministry, Inner-City Out-
reach and Breakfast Devotionals. They also sponsor the
annual Christmas tree lighting.
In May, Chancey was chosen as BSU's male "Outstanding
Student" of the year for the state of Georgia.
PRESIDENT: David Chancey OTHER OFFICERS: Kaycie Bran-
nan, Laura Allen, Candy Kemp, Eddie Ford, Clay Bowden,
Robert Cleghorn, Harry Wheeler, |on Palmer
.
Baptist Student Union / 179
^4
Afro-American
Club and Choir
Group Strives
for Black
Awareness
The Afro-American Club strives to
strengthen black unity on the GSC
campus and in the Statesboro com-
munity through a variety of social
and civic events aimed at enhancing
and creating black awareness.
Activities included: Black History
Month; Halloween party for under-
privileged kids; dances; luncheons;
Spring banquet and Unity Day.
180/ %o^r/Ti
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Circle K
Club Active
in Service Projects
Sponsored by the Statesboro Chap-
ter of Kiwanis International, the Cir-
cle K Club of Georgia Southern is
active in service and social projects.
Project Telesure was a project
developed during fall quarter to help
the elderly people of Statesboro.
Each member of the club was given
the name of an elderly person, and
was responsible for calling that per-
son regularly. By this, the aged are
kept in touch with other people and
are able to get help if it is needed.
Other projects included a Thanks-
giving Food Drive and a bike-a-thon
for Cystic Fibrosis.
OFFICERS: Skipper Riggins, President; Lewis
Aycott, Vice President; Sterling Lawrence,
Treasurer; Martha Griner, Secretary
182 / Circle K
Fellowship of Christian Athletes / 183
Fencing Club
Fencers Host
7th Geoff Elder
The GSC Fencing Club hosted the
seventh annual Geoff Elder Fencing
Tournament in February. More than
2000 teams were invited to compete.
In January, Eric Anderson qualified
to compete in the Junior Olympics by
placing second in both the Junior
Olympic Men's Foil and the Men's
Epee Qualifiers on January 12.
OFFICERS: Steve Coffey, President; Janet
Smith, Vice President; Sue Ellen Coffey, Secre-
tary; Missy Mallard, Treasurer; Kay Cooper,
Historian; Eric Anderson, Armorer
184 / Fencing Club
Chess Club
Chess Mates Move Men
The Chess Club promotes an inter-
est in chess. Membership is open to
students with an interest in chess.
Chess Club/ 185
Southern Rugby Club
Emphasis Is on If
Team Effort, Spirit
The Southern Rugby Club, formed last spring by Pat
Thornton and Skip Hansen, is growing by leaps, bounds,
and crutches.
Rugby originated in Great Britain in the early 1800's at
the rugby school. Games are called matches, the playing
field is called a pitch, and a goal is called a try.
There are no time outs during a 90-minute match
other than the five minute half. No substitutions are
allowed, and, if a player is injured and carried off the
field, the team plays without replacement.
Considering the cutthroat nature of rugby, the spirit
of camraderie shared by the players is astonishing. And,
even though rugby isn't a delicate game, serious injuries
are rare. The spirit of the game is what really counts.
The public and "rugger huggers," or cheerleaders, are
invited to all games.
Skip Hansen, President; Pat Dobbins, Match Secretary; Pat Thornton,
Captain; Bob Boone, Treasurer; Jim "Mad Dog" Atkinson and David
Flesch, Public Relations; Father John Howells and Bill May, Honorary
Coaches.
186 / Southern Rugby Club
Soccer Club
It's a Kick
in the Grass
The Georgia Southern Soccer team
is alive and kicking. This year the
club recruited 13 new freshmen,
increasing the number of players to
31.
Last year, the team won most of
their games including a 2-0 victory
over the University of Georgia. The
GSC club placed second in last year's
Savannah Soccer Association League
competition with a 6-2 record.
SITTING: Chuck Davis, Pat Robertson, Bo Pitts,
All M., Muhammed S., Ken G. KNEELING:
Henry R., Sam Amerson, Rick Althoff, Chris
Nowak, Ted Moran, Mike Harper, Jim Chaffin,
Johnny Strickland STANDING: Pat Lentz, Mike
Kinion, Al Burns, David Semones, Sean Byrnes,
Peter M., Tom Griffiths, Cesar Froes.
Soccer Club / 187

Model U.N.
GSC Delegates Represent
PLO and Italy in New York
Two delegations from GSC participated
in the National Model U.N. in New York,
representing the Palestinian Liberation
Organization (PLO) and Italy. During their
stay, the group was able to speak with the
PLO delegates to the United Nations and
to exchange ideas.
The group also sponsored a high school
Model U.N. at GSC in April. Over 200 high
school students from the area participated.
Will Cotten, chosen as the most outstand-
ing high school delegate, accompanied
the GSC group to New York.
Ronnie Fennel, PLO head delegate; Debra Robinson;
Gizela Von Loehneysen; David Darden, Italy head
delegate; Todd Day; Perry Duggar; Bruce Terrell; Will
Cotten; Van Sikes; Pat Livingston; Kathryn Dickens;
Will Brown; Per Hanssen; )im Shepherd. Not Pic-
tured: Skip Jennings; Carol Reeves; Dr. Van Tassel I.
Model U.N. / 189
Central Coordinating Committee
Your Student Government
The GSC student government is
working for you!! During the 78-79
year the CCC was active in many
campus activities. They succeeded in
changing the homecoming queen
election procedures, so as to give the
student a better representation. Dur-
ing this year they helped adopt a new
housing policy that eliminated the
sign-in sheets. They also helped
establish a different meal plan, a five
day-one meal a day plan.
The CCC sponsored the UNICEF
drive on Halloween. Through this
effort over $500 was collected. The
CCC also co-sponsored the Mr.
Southern Ga. Show. The 79-80 offi-
cers sponsored the Marc Nadel/Ellen
York Day.
The Central Coordinating Commit-
tee, "Your Student Government," is
ready to listen. Come by anytime
with gripes, problems, or just to talk
. . . They are located in Williams Cen-
ter Rm. 105. The Suggestion Box in
Landrum is ready and waiting for sug-
gestions.
'79-80 OFFICERS: President — Robby Ste-
phens; Vice-President — Barbara Morrison;
Budgetary Affairs — Bob Chapin; Academic
Affairs — Chris Cleveland; Auxiliary Affairs —
Dennis Rentz. 78-79 OFFICERS: President —
Don Akery; Vice-President — Kelly Dewine;
Budgetary Affairs — Kathy Smith; Academic
Affairs — Tina Harris; Auxiliary Affairs — Bar-
bara Morrison; Co-curricular Affairs — Rickey
Whitfield.
Central Coordinating Committee
Student Government
Georgia Southern College
Stateaboro, Georgia
CCC / 191
Cheerleaders
Group Leads Fans
in Spirit, Enthusiasm t
Eight cheerleaders were chosen to
lead the crowds with cheers and
chants, spirit and enthusiasm at all
home games. They were also able to
travel to some of the away games.
Although they don't receive much
recognition, they put forth full effort
toward men's and women's basket-
ball. Through hard practice and the
help of their sponsor, they performed
new cheerleading techniques, enter-
taining the crowd with new ideas
and stunts with the mini trampoline.
Phyllis Rowe, Captain; Michelle Dixon, Co-
Captain; Kim Wallace; Kim Raley; )une Ear-
wood; Brenda Ford; Emily Sanders; Carolyn
Gaynor.
It2 i 4
.
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192 / Cheerleaders
GSC Chorus
Chorus Performs
Each Quarter
Toward the end of each quarter,
the Chorus performs musical selec-
tions in the Foy Fine Arts Recital Hall.
The Chorus is under the direction of
Dr. David Mathew.
The Chorus is open, by audition, to
any GSC student.
GSC Chorus/ 193
Masquers
A 1940 Comedy Begins Year
GSC's Campus drama group, the
Masquers, presented three major
productions. The fall production was
"The Voice of the Turtle," a 1940
comedy. During the winter, they pre-
sented "A Street Car Named Desire,"
a Tennessee Williams production,
first produced in 1947. The spring
production, a dinner theatre, was
"The Importance of Being Earnest."
This performance was done in a thea-
ter in the round, set up with a round
stage with three ramps allowing
actors and actresses to enter and exit
through the audience.
Young Democrats
Club Active Locally
The purpose of this group is to
stimulate in young people an active
interest in governmental affairs, to
foster and perpetuate the ideals and
principles of the Democratic Party
and to help inform voters of the
issues and the candidates.
Each year the Young Democrats
holds voter registration drives and
attends a convention.
*W& OFFICERS: Kenny Hudson, President; Gary
\ ' Baxter, Vice-President; Dick Newbury, Trea-
surer; Nancy Farr, Secretary; Kathy Davidson,
Public Relations. Advisor: Dr. |ohn Daily.
Young Democrats / 195
Student Union Board
SUB Entertains,
Educates Students
The basic philosophy of the Student Union
Board is to provide a variety of entertainment
and educational programs in order to meet the
diverse interests and desires of the student
body, faculty, staff, and community. Since
each student contributes a certain amount of
money to the Board through an activity fee
which is divided among various college agen-
cies by the Activity Fee Budget Committee, the
Board is viewed as a student union, thereby
being run by appointed students who serve as
a representative organ.
SUB-sponsored events included the Milwau-
kee Ballet Company, Mother's Finest and
White Face concert, Chic concert, and dozens
of free Wednesday and weekend movies.
Michael )ones, Art Director; Willie Collins,
Publicity Chairman; Martha Griner, Publicity
Asst.; Ronnie Fennel, Special Events Coord.;
Celestine McMallen, Secretary; Pete Finney,
Chairman; Donny Luce, Production Mgr.;
Kevin Boyer, Publicity Asst.; Mary Eubanks,
Publicity Asst.; Derrick Smith, Media Director.
196 / Student Union Board
Whodunnit?
Neil Simon's
ieBoysIn A Mel Brooks Film
TheCheap
Detective"
In Th* Wond*r of
The
Twelve Choir/
METROCOLOR
STANLEY KUBRICK'S
200I
A SPACE ODYSSEY
THAT CAT IS BACK!
THE NINE
irVES of FRfTZl i»u.t»i wtOff
L£LI **- COLOR by Movielab ^^W^W
a Steve Krantz production an American International release
An incredible adventure
. .
.
that journeys beyond
imagination!
-silent
running
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE
TECHNICOLOR* || <S2B>
QMHi
WILLIAM PFTEJt BLATTYS
THE
EXORCIST
Directed byWILLIAM FWEDKIN
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE
TECHNICOLOR"
Student Union Board / 197
WVGS
Radio for You
WVGS, the "Voice of Georgia
Southern," was instituted in the fall
of 1974 to provide the students of
Georgia Southern College with a
musical alternative to the pop-hype
heard on most stations. During the
four years that WVGS has been in
operation, it has widened in scope
and now offers such diverse pro-
grams as "The Great Atlantic Radio
Conspiracy," "The Chicago Sym-
phony Orchestra," and "The Comic
Interlude."
The radio station has gone through
four managers; three different logos:
"a progressive alternative," "the
radio station," and the current "radio
for you"; and many, many disc jock-
eys. Begun by a group of dedicated
individuals, WVGS was unique in
that it was album-oriented, free form
radio, and it sponsored Georgia
Southern's first male Homecoming
queen in 1979.
WVGS is open to all students and
organizations on campus and wel-
comes student input. So the next
time you turn on your radio, let your
radio turn you on, to WVGS, RADIO
FOR YOU.
Londrum Pox 11619 » Georgia Southern College
MANAGEMENT
STATION MANAGER Skip Jennings
PROGRAM MANAGER Legrande Gardner
NEWS DIRECTOR Jack Cone
ASSISTANT John King
SPECIAL &
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS Pat Fetter
ASSISTANT Hamp Gardner
ENGINEER Billy Johnson
BLURBESS Susan Boyles
BIZARRE PRODUCTION Tom Hodges
ASSISTANT Kathy Lewis
LOOSE ENDS
Maddog Ed Hightower
Mike Kilpatrick Eddie Donato
Al Howeii Jeanne Keesee
Flush Bruce Bennett
David Kannee Jay Rood
Alexander Williams Legrande Gardner
Michael Jones Hugh Berry
Jody Slater Kathy Lewis
Mushroom Dan Kenny Hudson
Barry Gomo Brenda Super
Sal Paradise Kelly Cafagno
Nancy Roberts Hamp Gardner
Peter Starr Mark Murphy
Roger Gildea CJ
Jack Cone John Simmonds
Captain Willie Bobby Powell
WVGS, LOCATED ON THE BALCONY OF
WILLIAMS CENTER OVERLOOKING THE AD
BUILDING REAR, TRANSMITS WITH A
WONDROUS POWER OF TEN WATTS. GIVE US A
CALL: 681-5525.
this is not dedicated to fast eddie dicky
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Miscellany
Magazine Has
Color Photos
for First Time
This year, Miscellany, the literary maga-
zine of GSC, featured color photography
for the first time in its history. Four color
reproductions included one photograph,
one piece of pottery, one painting, and
one sculpture. Also included in the maga-
zine were short stories, poetry, and black
and white photography.
Another first for the 1979 Miscellany was
the use of glossy paper for better photo-
graph reproduction.
Mr. Richard Keithley, Advisor; Ken Buchanan, Editor.
George-Anne
Staff Wins
10 Awards
The George-Anne is published weekly
by the students of CSC. The paper pro-
vides the opportunity for students major-
ing in all areas to work in a journalistic
atmosphere.
At the 1979 Georgia Press Association
Institute the George-Anne won 10
awards, including two for first place in
sports coverage and feature writing and a
second place in the general excellence
category. The paper also placed second in
the categories of news, editorial, and
general advertising excellence.
Four additional awards, listed below,
were won by George-Anne staff mem-
bers in individual competition.
— Eddie Donato, editor, won second
place in the Best News Article Based on
Objective Reporting competition.
— Trisha Keadle, managing editor, took
second place for the Best Feature story.
— News Editor Wayne Estes and Mar-
garet Deason, a reporter, shared a second
place prize in Best Sports Story competi-
tion.
— Music Notes, a series of columns,
won third place for Skip lennings in the
category of Best Entertainment Feature.
The George-Anne competed with
papers published at colleges and univer-
sities with fewer than 7,000 students. In
individual awards the staff competed
with all four-year colleges and universi-
ties in Georgia, regardless of size.

Reflector
Staff Concern Is Deadlines
The major concern for staffers is
usually that of meeting deadlines.
However, achieving this depends on
a wide range of persons not on the
staff, and most often their coopera-
tion is not forthcoming.
Cooperation stems from communi-
cation, which is the problem the staff
hopes to lessen each year until the
right formula is derived to permit
ideal working conditions.
Staffers who remained at the end of the year
were: Bill Bricker, Organizations; Mike Ingram,
Administration/Faculty, Organizations; Cindy
Sanders, Sports; Tom Deal, Photographer; Pat
Leaphart, Photographer; Tom Patton, Photog-
rapher; Tim White, Photographer; Dr. Keith
Hickman, Darkroom Technician, Adviser. Terri
Webb, Editor; Melinda Flanigan, Associate Edi-
tor; Butch Freeman, Business Manager.
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Alpha Delta Pi
Sisters First
in Academics
Alpha Delta Pi strives to develop
the fellowship of its members. It is
interested in contributing to the GSC
campus as well as the community.
The sorority seeks to promote
scholarship, leadership, and charac-
ter. ADPi lives by her motto — "We
live for each other."
Spring quarter of 1979, ADPi was
first in academic ranking among
sororities and participated in all
intramural activities.
ADPi was active in Sigma Chi
Derby Day and the annual Greek
Week. They had several participants
in the Miss GSC contest.
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Alpha Kappa Alpha
Group's Goal Is
Service to Mankind
An organization is an entity composed
of members, who through communica-
tion, have a willingness to serve, joined for
the achievement of a common goal. With
this in mind, 20 coeds, in 1908 at Howard
University in Washington, D.C., estab-
lished the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc.; their goal — service to mankind. The
now 71 -year-old dedication was chartered
at CSC on May 7, 1977, marking the initial
existence of a black sorority on this cam-
pus. Thus AKA is not only the world's first
black sorority, but GSCs as well. While
membership in AKA is predominantly
black, it is not restricted to blacks.
In keeping with the goals of AKA, the
Lambda Kappa chapter seeks to provide an
incentive for scholarship, cultural aware-
ness, and social participation. AKA takes
on the challenge of being women and
reaps the rewards of personal growth and
social awareness.
m
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Alpha Tau Omega
Goal Is High Level
of Achievement
Alpha Tau Omega was founded in
1865, at Virginia Military Institute.
The Eta Zeta Chapter of Alpha Tau
Omega received their GSC charter on
May 18, 1968. ATO tries to maintain a
high level of achievement in all fra-
ternity activities.
FIRST ROW: Jim Gantt, Gary Brantley, Hans
Bishop, David Lang, )ohn "Flea" Herring, Alan
Thompson, Sam Carnline, Kelly Richardson,
Matt Almond, Mike Bruce, Rick Taylor, Vince
Martin, David Lairsey, Frank Capers, Richard
Adams. SECOND ROW: Drew Bentley, Doug
Gregory, Gary Futch, Terry Graham, Jim Mod-
berry, Dan Wicker, Mike Autry, Mike Harper,
Rob Stephens, Chuck Lambert, Kerry Kruer, Jim
Chaffin, Tommy West, Ronnie Tidwell, Richard
Henry, Wesley Davis, Todd Hayes. THIRD
ROW: Melissa Hendrix, Beth Blaney, Betsy
Lewis, Ivy Claire Cook, Lisa Martin, Susan Grif-
fin, Cynthia Mende, Lynn Buffington, Sue
Finks, Tracy Evans, Jane Thackston, Debbie
Hamilton, Lu Anne Trescott (Sweetheart).
FOURTH ROW: Chris Brown, Pat Lynn, Robbie
Roberson, Marcus Mouchet, Mark Wilson,
Hugh Bishop, Chip Bragg, Phil Dunn, Lee Wil-
son, Jim Kemp, Jimmy Brown, Walt Harmon,
Jerry Johnson, Edward Murphy, Mike Terrell,
Mike Hendrix, Pat Parker, Chip Heath, Ray
Messick, David Ball, Jay Spevens. NOT PIC-
TURED: Keith Taylor, Gregg Marx.
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Chi Omega
Sisters Active in Greek Events
The Nu Kappa Chapter of Chi
Omega spent an active 1978-79 year
with participation in Sigma Chi
Derby Week, intramural sports,
Greek Week, and many other activi-
ties. The sorority placed first in Derby
Week skit night and window-paint-
ing, and tied for second place with
their float entry during Homecoming.
For the second year in a row, Chi
Omega placed first in Greek Sing
during Greek Week, and this year
they won the Tug-of-War.
Service projects included Special
Olympics and helping the recrea-
tion's department's spring quarter
"Storybook House."
FIRST ROW: Mandy Ferris, Trisha Stone, Scar-
let Stevenson, Ellen York, Felicia Harbor, Beth
White, Pam Bone, Susan Griffin, Susan Reese,
Brenda McPherson, Janet Thompson, Lisa Bur-
ton, Carla Dodd. SECOND ROW: Susan Burke,
Melanie Rogers, Stephanie Bounds, Susan
Osment, Dee Padget, Karen Murray, Ginger
Olive, Janet Harris, Robin Grubbs, Katrina
Aired, Mandi Buchannan, Cindy Price, Alicia
Hill, Adrienne Whitham, Kay Everly. THIRD
ROW: Chris Pleger, Linda Williams, Linda
Pfieffer, Crystal Cummings, Carol Roberson,
Melinda Dosh, Cathy Crotwell, Louise Smith,
Sally Keeter, Linda Robinson, Beth Cathern,
Daisy Cornett, Susan Wood, Julie Dodd, Cathy
Fortinberry, Julie Mabry, Lynn, Paula Ferguson.
FOURTH ROW: Robby Stephens, Shane Sikes,
Brad Herren, Mike Frost, Cathy Yielding, Susan
Culbert, Betsy Kluse, Paula Busbee, Pris Gor-
vette, Julie Smith, Susan Langford, Jenny Solo-
man, Cindy, Alan Thompson, Mark Intrican,
Kelly Canady.
fa
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Delta Chi
Colony Receives
Chapter Status
The GSC Colony of Delta Chi was
chartered with full chapter status on
lanuary 20, 1979. The colony was
founded by Field Secretary, Dino
DiBernardi exactly two years before
the chartering date. The group is
active in campus activities, partici-
pating in various service projects as
well as the Greek Week activities.
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Delta Sigma Theta
Sisters Dedicated
to Sharing Skills
in Public Interest
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. was founded at Howard
University on January 13, 1913, by a group of 22 young
women with a vital concern for social welfare, academic
excellence, and cultural enrichment. Their ideas of scholar-
ship and service have withstood the test of time, and today
Delta Sigma Theta is a public service organization dedi-
cated to a program of sharing membership skills and
organizational services in the public interests.
The Xi Eta Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta at Georgia
Southern was chartered on January 6, 1979. The chapter
consists of 10 young ladies who, with high ideals and hope,
strive to do their best. The chapter advisor is Mrs. Verdora
Merritt.
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Delta Tau Delta
Delts Celebrate 10th
Anniversary
The 10th anniversary of Epsilon
Omega Chapter of Delta Tau Delta
was celebrated on May 17, high-
lighted by the return of many alumni.
During the year Delts were also
involved in various fund raising pro-
jects, including raffles and car
washes.
Other achievements included the
placement of three Brothers to the
Central Coordinating Committee,
occupying the offices of President,
Treasurer, and Academic Affairs. The
fall pledge class brought home the
first place trophy from the Peach
State Pledge Olympics. The Delt soft-
ball team also captured its second
consecutive first place title in a soft-
ball tournament among Georgia
Chapters.
FIRST ROW: Glen Daviss, Bill Champion, Mike
Redderson, Jimmy Jordan, Bob Chapin, Emory
Hodges, Billy Harty, Robby Nelson, Sam Easley,
Steve Stokes, Mr Ken Walters. SECOND ROW:
Tal Wright, Chris Cleveland, Steve Hughs,
Glenn Torbert, Susan Britt, Dana Carson, Kay
Doucher, Yvonne Miller, Robin Featherstone,
Carol Palmer, Francie Ingram, Rhonda Hudson,
Julie Mabry, Pam Gilbert, Phyllis McMillan, Jeff
Talley THIRD ROW: Robby Stevens, Chip
Heath, Craig Dryden, Derek Wolfe, Bobby
Knight, Skip Wilson, Thomas Disco, Forrest
Collins, Hal Byrd, Jack Evan, Tommy Moore,
Marc Nadel, Richard Marshall, David Wolfe,
David Wildman, Doug Cline, Ted Walker, Bub-
ber Schmidt, Chris Chapman.
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Delta Zeta
Director Is
Best in Nation
Established at GSC on February 10, 1968, the lota Nu
Chapter of Delta Zeta strives to stimulate the pursuit of
knowledge and to bond her members in sincere and ever-
lasting friendship.
Some of Delta Zeta's philanthropic projects include
community projects such as an Easter Egg Hunt for High
Hope, participation in the Statesboro Fun Fair for Children,
an ice cream party for Brown's Nursing Home, and the
sponsoring of a patient at Carville Hospital.
lota Nu's Chapter Director, Mrs. Bernice Kellogg, was
named "Best Chapter Director in the Nation" at the 1979
Delta Zeta Convention in Miami, Florida.
Delta Zeta won first place in the 1979 Miller Pick 'em Up.
Each spring her members go to Daytona Beach and this
year they went to Charleston, South Carolina for "Rose
Ball." Paula Miller represented Delta Zeta in the Greek
God and Goddess Contest.
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Kappa Alpha
Brothers Win Tug-of-War
Kappa Alpha Order was founded
in 1865 at Washington College by
four young men wishing to preserve
the cherished precepts of chivalry
and honor. Today, over a century
later, these same high ideals guide
the Delta Theta Chapter of Kappa
Alpha Order here at Georgia South-
ern College.
In Greek Competition for the 78-79
academic year the KA's won the tug-
of-war during Greek Week, placed
second in weight-lifting, and were
runners up in the Greek God compe-
tition.
The KA's raised a substantial
amount of money for their national
philanthropy, Muscular Dystrophy.
They also signed up more donors for
the Lion's Club Eye Donor Campaign
than any other organization on cam-
pus.
FIRST ROW: Tommy Harrell, Mike Bales, Ken
Kirkland. SECOND ROW: Cary Hitchcock,
Mitch Berggren, Mike Smith, Russell Riner,
Gene Fountain, jeff Robertson, joey Wheeler,
Mark Burns, David Lorch, Lamar Bakley, Mike
Bracked, Rusty Chamblis. THIRD ROW: Clau-
dia Bannister, Marcia Clyatt, )anet Dougherty,
Donna Milton, Lynn Younger, Angelee )ohn-
son, Alison Sutherland, Andrea Graham, Renee
Langston, Donna Dungan, Cheryl Petry, Kris
Barrow, Sally )effers, Mitzi Garcia, Marlene
Sculati, |udy Kearns. FOURTH ROW: Mike
McKinney, Scott Hubacher, Dr. U. S. Knotts,
Richard Cheatham, Henry Dellinger, Kelly
Canady, Mark Leech, Carlos Lozano, Matt
Gottlich, Mark Doelling, )im Lee, Ted Bittner,
Arnold Burns, Stan Wiggins.
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Kappa Alpha Psi
Brothers Receive
Charter
The highlight of the year for Kappa
Alpha Psi was receiving their charter
on March 10, 1979. The chartering
ceremony was topped off with a ban-
quet and a celebration dance. During
Spring quarter, the lota Pi Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi attended Provincial
in Augusta, Georgia. The Chapter
received the Guideright Trophy and
the Polemarch Award, which recog-
nizes it as the best chapter in its prov-
ince. The fraternity sponsored several
projects including a birthday party
once a month at a local nursing home
and a rock gospel concert.
FIRST PICTURE: Lee Wright, Reggie Miller,
Anthony Keel, Arthur Young, Thomas Dixon,
George Evans, Gary McClendon, and Roose-
velt Manual. SECOND PICTURE: )ohn Riley,
john Williams, Randy Marshall, Steve Harmon,
Willie Collins, Michael Dean, Gregory Blue,
Pete Finney, Terry Miller, and Eric McClendis.-
A
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!Kappa Delta
FIRST ROW: Patty Marrs, Lee Henderson Emily
Howard, Pam Welzant, Linda Garner, Sandra
Smith, Lori letters, Sara Holmes, Lisa Martin
Kerri Rock, Fredia Fletcher, Margaret Springs
SECOND ROW:. Nan (ones, Christy Wilson,
Ivey Claire Cook, Lauren Beattie, Melinda
McDonald, Anne )ohnston, )enifer Williams,
Cindy Denmark, Faith Hendrix, Leah Eirad-
shaw. THIRD ROW: Teresa Wright, Jenny Gen-
try, Lisa Maloney, Cary Abare, Laurie Seagers,
Marene Lee, Linda Hieden, Terri Lewis, Leslie
Hendee, Sophia Durcinka, Rhonda Edmonds
Melinda Hester, Donna Stafford. FOURTH
ROW: Pam Moschak, Cheryl Brookins, Rhonda
Cowart, Toni Patrick, Sue Finks, Janet John-
ston, Dee Jones, Mary Eliot, Susan Moran,
Delia Aspinwall, Susan Deal, Claudia Martin'
FIFTH ROW: Tim Salter, Randy Childers, Rick
Taylor, Jim Hagin, Bebo Gray, Kelly Penn, Trey
Duren, Chip Bragg.
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Gators Win
Intramural
Championship
Kappa Sigma lead off fall quarter with a 13-0 flag
football record and went on to win the overall
intramural league championship. In basketball
they ranked first among the fraternities and second
for the overall league. They also placed first in the
IFC division in volleyball.
Kappa Sigma helped to get community donors
for the recent eye donor drive sponsored by the
Inter-Fraternity Council.
FIRST ROW: David Premo, Ricky Wilson, Jim Webb, Paul Soni, Butch
Lidell, Maury White, Brian Pinosian, Clayton Crew, Greg Walker, Webb
Tuck, Nick Piccirilli, Bubba Smith, Raymond Wynn, Omar Castrillon.
SECOND ROW: Golden Barger, Ken Sheppard, Tommy Gormely, Chris
Davis, lames Mathew, Greg Morgan, Robby Bissell, Erwin Collins, Keith
Brantley, Dustin Watford, Bill Palphrey, Guy Kirby, Clayton Rogers, Pat
Howard, left McClanahan, Jeff Long. THIRD ROW: Daniel Yancey,
Charles Beam, Ronald Chalker, Mark Goodwells, lefferson Cole, Cindy
Zabel, Lisa Whaley, Pam Welzant, Teresa Wright, Brenda Wright, Terri
Ropes, Bonny Riddel, Beth Chandler, Robin Brake, Nick Dowd, Angie
Belamy, Dean Rutherford, Susan Wells, Cathy Chapman, Mary Hanes, lay
Stefenick, Paula Ferguson, Martha Norton, Gene Smith, Dee Houser,
Stacy Haygood, K. C. Kalm, lanet lohnson, lames Hagin, David Purser,
Alan Shiver.
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Phi Delta Theta
Brothers Active in Sports
Founded on December 26, 1848, at
Miami University of Oxford, Ohio,
Phi Delta Theta is one of the oldest
and most prestigious international
fraternities in existence. The Georgia
Epsilon Chapter of Phi Delta Theta
was founded on August 31, 1968, by
an act of the General Convention.
This year the Phi Delts at GSC took
an active role in the Miller Pick-em
Up Contest and finally pulled ahead
in the last few weeks of fall quarter to
snatch the grand prize.
Winter quarter was highlighted by
the appearance of a Phi Delta Theta
homecoming float for the first time
in three years, which received a
fourth place trophy. Second place
and third place honors in intramural
bowling and basketball, respectively,
were also won by the Phi Delts.
Founders Day, held on March 10th at
the Forest Heights Country Club,
wrapped up winter quarter.
Spring quarter's Greek Week activ-
ities promised a second place trophy
for golf to the Phi Delts. Bowery Ball
1979 was held at Jacksonville Beach,
Florida, on May 11, 12, 13.
Phi Delta Theta was founded on
the objectives of friendship, sound
learning, and rectitude. We revel on
our community service which
includes the McDonald's Bike-a-
thon, High Hope Center, an the Spe-
cial Olympics. The brotherhood is
governed by their motto — "One
man is no man." — translated more
freely as "We enjoy life by the help
and society of others."
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Sisters Capture
Pageant Titles
During fall quarter, Phi Mu won
first place in Sigma Chi Derby
Week, with Terry Forth winning
the Miss Derby Day title.
An Alumni Tea-Cocktail Party
was held for the sorority during
Homecoming. Angie Bellamy, rep-
resenting Phi Mu, was selected as
a Homecoming finalist. Later in
Winter quarter, Alison Delany, a
Phi Mu sister, was crowned Miss
GSC1979.
In April, the Phi Mu Sorority
hosted the annual Chris Schenkel
Golf Tournament and the banquet
preceding the tourney.
During Greek Week, Phi Mu
had four finalists in the Greek
Goddess Contest with Angie Bel-
lamy winning the title. Robin
Blake won the Greek Woman
honor for Phi Mu.
Other activities included a walk-
a-thon for HOPE and helping with
the Special Olympics during
spring quarter.
FIRST ROW: lanis Hodges, Beth Waters, Kathy
Sasser, |one Martin, Temple Shamburger, Jenny
Dwelle, Susan Addams, Teena Rogers, Melanie
Pruett, Carol Howard, Lillian Spence, Leigh
Downs, Madonna Clark, Lisa Harris; SECOND
ROW: Karen Owen, Susanna Dunn, Sandra
Combs, Joyce Harville, Donna Knowles, Sherry
Layton, Jeanie Copeland, Liz Suarez, Nancy Mar-
tin, Alison Delaney, Lynn Moss, Debra Carlson
Julie Smith; THIRD ROW: Trudy Carnette, Angie
Bellamy, Kelli Driscoll, Jill Oliver, Jane Thackston,
Terry Forth, Tara Lassetter, Cynthia Mende, Car-
men Craig, Ruthie Bargeron, lo Lynn Wells, Tracy
Evans, Teresa Cook, Francesca Parker, Caren Rob-
erts, Ceci Ragan, Joy Hardin, Sue Sanders, Robin
Blake, Denise Sutton, Lee Weaver, Beth Chandler,
Paula Groover, Debbie Smith, Bonnie Riddle'
FOURTH ROW: David Ball, Tommy West, Mark
Quarrels, Tom Shaganoff, David Land, Jim Kemp,
Bill Carrington, Frank McRae, Mickey Butler, Wil-
liam Strickland, Mickey Morgan, Dean Ruther-
ford, Eddie Mock, Mike Reeves, Lawton Walker.
Pi Kappa Phi
Brothers Aid Community
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity was
founded on December 10, 1904, at
the College of Charleston in Charles-
ton, South Carolina. Gamma Kappa
Chapter, which was founded at CSC
on November 2, 1968, was very active
in 1978-79 and participated in numer-
ous community service projects.
Gamma Kappa Chapter helped the
Statesboro Recreation Department
conduct the annual Punt, Pass, and
Kick Contest; the Fishing Rodeo; and
the Special Olympics. Pi Kapps also
helped escort handicapped children
through the GSC Haunted House,
collected over $350 for UNICEF, and
worked as stage-hands at the Miss
CSC Pageant. Pi Kappa Phi also
helped set up the Ogeechee Fun Fair
and contributed to their national
project PUSH (Play Unit for the S
everely Handicapped).
Athletic competition saw Pi Kappa
Phi produce winning teams in the
intramural football, basketball, and
softball. Gamma Kappa also won the
group participation trophy in the
Great American Smoke-Out 5,000
meter Road Race. During Greek
Week, Pi Kapp won the golf tourna-
ment, the tennis tournament, 400 yd.
relay, and the coveted chariot race.
Social activities centered on the
annual Viking Party during the winter
and the formal beach trip, Rose Ball,
during the spring.
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Sigma Chi
Brothers Sponsor
Derby Week
The goal of Sigma Chi is to culti-
vate and maintain high ideals of
friendship, justice, and learning. The
fraternity also helps provide a help-
ing hand of brotherhood for the
achievement of purposeful living
while in college and in the years to
follow.
Sigma Chi collected $371 for the
Heart Fund Drive and was also active
in the Kidney Fund Drive and Special
Olympics. Sigma Chi also sponsored
Derby Week, a week of festivities for
the sororities. Derby Week is held to
strengthen the relationship between
the sororities and Sigma Chi.
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Sigma Nu
Brothers First
in Pick-Em-Up
Sigma Nu has consistently stood for
truth and honor since its founding at
Virginia Military Institute in 1869. At
Georgia Southern, Sigma Nu partici-
pates in all intramural sports and con-
tributes services to the community such
as the annual Thanksgiving food drive
for the Division of Family Services.
Sigma Nu had the highest grade point
average for spring quarter and was first
in Miller Brewing Company's Pick-em-
up Reclamation Project.
Owning land on Olympic Way, GSCs
fraternity row, Sigma Nu plans to build a
house in the near future.
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
^
Speech School .
Is Annual Charity
Founded on November 1, 1901, in Rich-
mond, Virginia, Sig Ep is the second largest
college social fraternity nationwide. Sigma
Phi Epsilon stresses the principles of virtue,
diligence, and brotherly love. The Sig Eps
are very active in aspects of college life
and community service.
Annually, the fraternity raises money in
Warner Robbins for the Houston County
Speech School.
The Georgia Epsilon Chapter received
the Excelsior Award from National show-
ing improvement in Chapter operations at
District Day at Georgia Tech.
The chapter sweetheart, Felicia Harber,
received the title of District Sweetheart
over Georgia and Alabama.
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Tau Kappa Epsilon
Brothers Help
in Game Room
Renovation
Tau Kappa Epsilon was active in several
projects this year. The brothers helped
raise money for St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital by holding a poster auc-
tion in conjunction with the Oasis Record
Shop. TKE also helped with the renovation
of the Williams Center Game Room.
During Homecoming the TKE and Alpha
Xi Delta float won first place. TKE also won
first place for spirit and all-around-partici-
pation in Homecoming.
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jat Zeta Tau Alpha
Zeta Ladies Win
Spirit Trophy
Zeta Tau Alpha's year was filled
with service and money-making pro-
jects, such as their national philan-
thropy, NARC (National Association
for Retarded Children).
During Sigma Chi Derby Week,
ZTA won the Spirit Trophy. Robin
Cheney was named first runner-up in
the Miss Derby Day Contest.
In addition to social events with
fraternities, ZTA had their annual Par-
ents' Day Banquet, pledge class
dance, and big brother parties.
ZTA participated in intramural
sports this year. During Greek Week
ZTA placed first in badminton.
A beach trip to Jekyll Island was
the last big event for ZTA.
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Classes
Enrollment for Fall 1978 was an all-time high of
525, almost a thousand more than in Fall 1970.
Five of the eight student categories showed increases,
^eluding special studies, freshmen, sophomores, juniors
nd seniors.
Although it is commonly rumored that the female/male
atio is three to one, statistics show that a more accurate
atio is 1.2 to 1.
Underclassmen
Acree, Doris 2
Adams, Cassandra 1
Alaimo, Brenda 2
Aldridge, Wayman, Jr. 1
Allen, Laura 3
Allen, Laura 1
Allen, Leslie 1
Anderson, Priscilla 1
Ashburn, Amanda 3
Aven, Paula 1
Avery, David 1
Avin, Chip 1
Baggett, Brenda 2
Bailey, Suzanne 2
Baldwin, Faye 2
Balkcom, Bob 1
Banks, jeffery 1
Bannister, Claudia 1
Barbour, Alice 1
Barfoot, Donna 3
Barker, Cindy 3
Barnes, lulie 3
Barrett, Glascock 3
Bauer, Denise 3
Baxter, Carmen 2
Beasley, Garry 3
Belcher, Leslie 1
Bell, Ilene2
Bell, Tammi 1
Bermes, Scott 1
Blackburn, Robin 2
Bogardus, Sharon 2
Boutwell, Bennie 3
Bowen, Susan 3
Boykins, Sabrina 2
Bradley, |udy 1
Brannan, Kaycie 3
Brantley, Henri Ann 1
Bricker, Bill 3
Britt, Susan 3
Broadrick, Cleo 3
Brock, Karen 1
Brown, Barbara 2
Brown, Diane 1
Brown, Elizabeth 3
Brown, Patti 3
Brown, Robin 3
Brown, Sandee 2
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Bruce, Michael 2
Brunner, Steve 3
Buckholts, Margie 1
Buelvas, Luis 1
Buff, Missy 1
Burk, Bob 2
Burke, Kathy 1
Burks, Sherri 1
Burns, Barbara 1
Burroughs, Brian 1
Burtis, Laura 1
Byrd, Richard 1
Calhoun, Karen 3
Callaway, Nancy 1
Calvi, Leesa 3
Cameron, Susan 3
Carothers, Glenna 1
Carpenter, David 1
Carr, (oanne 2
Carroll, Carolyn 3
Carter, Debbie 2
Carter, Robbie 1
Carter, Theresa 1
Carver, Dora 3
Cassidy, Maureen 1
Caffin, Sharrie 2
Chamlee, Tamara 1
Chandler, Kathy 1
Channell, Regina 1
Chapman, Deborah 2
Chapman, Wes 1
Chappell, Cathy 3
Cheney, Robin 2
Childs, Lisa 1
Clark, Diana 2
Clayton, Cheryl 1
Clayton, Cynthia 2
Clement, Mark 1
Clements, James 1
Clifton, Margaret 3
Clifton, Melissa 2
Clough, Denise 3
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Conner, Suzanne 1
Cook, Faye 1
Cooper, Kay 2
Copeland, Craig 1
Covington, Susan 3
Cox, David 1
Craft, Cathy 2
Creech, Polly 3
Cristobal, Kim 3
Cronic, Susan 1
Crowley, Cindy 2
Culbert, Susan 2
Culbreth, |an 1
Danbury, Clint 3
Daniel, Lisa 1
Daniely, Elaine 1
Darden, David 3
Darley, Valerie 1
Davenport, Sharon 3
Davis, |ohn 2
Davis, Kathy 2
Deal, Tom 1
Deason, Margaret 2
DeLoach, Patty 1
Denmark, Becky 1
Derst, Morgan 2
Dickey, Holly 3
Dickson, Michele 2
Dodd, Carol 1
Dodd,|uhe2
Doggett, Donna 1
Donaldson, loan 1
Donovan, Susan 2
Dooley, Rose 2
Doremus, Nancy 3
Dotson, Ellen 3
Driskell, Rhonda 1
Drummond, Brian 1
Duncan, Dawn, 1
Dunn, Kelly 1
Durcinka, Sophia 3
Durden, Larry 1
2 \2 I Underclassmen
Dwelle, Jenny 3
Edwards, Kathleen 2
Emory, Davis 2
Elliott, Cynthia 3
Estes, Wayne 3
Eubanks, Mary 2
Ezell, Tommy 1
Farmer, )oni 1
Farr, Theresa 1
Farrow, Tammy 3
Firth, Holly 1
Fitzpatrick, Kelly 1
Fitzsimons, (eanie 3
Flanigan, Melinda 2
Fleming, Mattie 1
Fliehman, Kathy 1
Fodor, Rosemary 1
Foster, Kathy 2
Fountain, Cina 2
Fox, Meri 3
Fouts, |udy 1
Frazier, Donna 1
Freeman, Gina 2
Freeman, Robin 1
Freyermuth, Charlene 2
Gaines, Edward 3
Gaines, Phillip 2
Galbreath, Carol 2
Gandy, Donna 1
Garrett, Tracy 1
Gaskins, Darlene 2
Gates, Angie 1
Gates, Linda 1
Gatto, Caroline 1
Gay, Mike 1
George, lennifer 2
Giddens, Christie 3
Gilbert, Randy 2
Gillis, Kaytrene 3
Gillispia, Andrea 1
Gillock, Cyndi 2
Glover, Deborah 2
Godley, Kathryn 1
Gordon, Karen 3
Gowen, Tanya 1
Graham, Michael 1
Granger, Lynn 3
Green, Evelyn 3
Greene, Paul 3
Greene, Regina 1
Griffin, Bill 1
Griffin, Lou 2
Groover, Nancy 2
Groover, Susan 2
Underclassmen / 2 $3
Crubbs, Angela 3
Gustin, Kathryn 1
Haines, Shirley 1
Hall, Bonnie 1
Hall, Cynthia 3
Hall, Rhonda 2
Hall, Suzette 1
Hall, William 2
Hamilton, Shawn 3
Hamilton, Terry 2
Hancock, Laura 3
Hardin, Kimball 1
Harp, Delaine 1
Harper, Wanda 1
Harrington, Jeannie 2
Harrison, Deborah 3
Harty, Donald 1
Hawkins, Rick 1
Haywood, Patti 1
Hearn, Cheryl 2
Hendrix, Donna 2
Hendrix, Gertrude 1
Hendrix, Steven 1
Herndon, Keith 1
Hickerson, )oannah 1
Hickman, Kelli 1
Hicks, Charles 1
Hiers, Donna 2
Hightower, Allen 1
Hightower, Karen 2
Hills, Gregory 1
Hodges, Tammy 1
Hoffman, Roni 2
Holcomb, Treva 2
Holland, Keith 3
Hopkins, Hedy 1
Howard, )udy 2
Howard, Katharine 2
Hudson, Lisa 1
Huff, Renee 1
Hulsey, Al 3
Hunt, Karen 1
Hutchinson, Nancy 3
Ingram, Denise 1
Ivie, Donna 1
lames, Harry 1
Jennings, Richard 3
lohns, Richard 1
lohnson, Amanda 3
Johnson, Angelee 1
lohnson, Julie 1
lohnson, Lonnie 2
Joiner, Charlene 2
Joiner, Cindy 2
234 / Underclassmen
Jones, Eugenia 3
Jones, Clenda 3
Jones, Jennifer 3
Jones, Jaren 1
Jones, John 3
Jones, Kathryn 3
Jones, Linda 2
Jones, Lisa 2
Jones, Stephen 2
Johnson, Wayne 2
Jordan, Brenda 3
Jordan, Joi 1
Jordan, Lisa 1
Kent, Linda 1
Kimball, Angie 3
Kirby, Claire 1
Kitchens, James 2
Klimek, Charlene 1
Knowles, Donna 1
Kosawa, Shigenovi 2
Krueger, Bill 3
Kukla, Janas 1
Langley, Gail 2
Lanier, Andrea 3
Lanier, Susie 1
Latham, Alicia 1
Lawson, Christy 1
Layton, Sherry 2
Leach, Pamela 1
Lee, \iko 2
Lee, Alisa 1
Lee, Carol 1
Lee, Dannette 3
Lee, Michael 3
Lee, Wanda 1
Leonard, Donna 2
Lewis, Debie 1
Lindsey, Carol 1
Lock, Larry 1
Loebker, Tyna 1
Lovern, Sharon 2
Lovett, Glynn 1
Underclassmen / 235
Lumpkin, Debra 1
Lynch, Mary 1
Lynch, Steve 1
Lyons, Bridgie 3
Lytle, Lynn 3
Mabry, Julie 3
Machowski, Kathy 1
Maine, Donna 2
Malcolm, Pam 1
Mangum, Dena 3
Mann, Cathy 1
Manning, Faye 1
Martin, |oy 2
Martin, Tina I
Mayes, Patti 2
Mays, William 2
McClannahan, Suzan 1
McCord, |an 3
McCoury, Mike 3
McCoy, Chris I
McDaniel, Bryant 1
McDonald, Lenore 1
McDonald, Melinda 2
McCee, Lynnah 3
Mclnarnary, Susan 2
McKie, Beth 3
Mi Kinney, Casey 2
McLemore, Bonnie 2
McMahan, I
McMinn, Deborah 2
McPherson, Charles 2
Mead, Mary 2
Mead, Nancy 2
Meisch, Diane 2
Merritt, Susan 1
Middleton, David 2
Miller, Diane 2
Miller, lanet 2
Miller, Reginald 1
Mills, Kathy 2
Mills, Patty 3
Milton, Donna 2
2 ib i Underi lassmen
Mitchell, Wanda 1
Monroe, Mikki 3
Moore, Penny 2
Moore, Russeli 1
Moorhead, Robert 3
Moomau, Rocky 3
Morast, Virginia 1
Morrison, Barbara 2
Mosshart, Becky 1
Mosley, Priscilla 2
Munro, Melissa 2
Murphy, Wayne 2
Myers, Yuette 1
Neal, Bob 1
Neely, Mitizi 3
Nelson, Rosemary 1
Newton, Karen 1
Nizzi, Charlotte 1
Norwood, Neil 2
Nunnery, )udy 3
Olcott,Su 1
O'Neal, Lenore 3
Owens, Debra 1
Oxendine, Narvis 2
Palermo, Linda 3
Panter, Teresa 1
Parker, Cathy 2
Parker, Debbie 1
Parker, Lee Anne 1
Parker, Wesley 3
Parkes, Carol 2
Parson, Debby 1
Patchett, Russell 3
Pate, Nancy 3
Peebles, Pamela 2
Perry, Mike 2
Peterson, Erik 2
Phillips, Shelia 3
Piccirilli, Nick 3
Pittman, Byron 1
Pitts, Bo 1
Powell, Bobby 2
Underclassmen / 237
Powell, Deborah 1
Powell, Marsha 3
Praylo, Calvin 2
Pressley, Keith 1
Price, David 2
Price, Lori 2
Priester, Joy 1
Prough, Kathy 2
Pruett, Melanie 3
Pruitt, Stephen 1
Pursell, Nancy 2
Purvis, Patsy 1
Quattlebaum, Susan 2
Rahn, Beth 3
Rawls, |anet 2
Ray, Gregory 2
Ray, Rhonda 3
Reaves, Paul 3
Reiser, Lynne 3
Renfroe, Bonnie 2
Rhodes, Frances 3
Rice, Brenda 3
Ricks, Danny 1
Ricks, Kelly 2
Riggs, Joy 3
Riley, Sherry 3
Rizer, Carol 1
Robbins, Bernadette 3
Roberson, Robbie 2
Robinson, Terri 3
Rogers, Connie 1
Rogers, Elaine 1
Rogers, Karen 3
Ross, Chuck 1
Rowe, Denise 1
Royer, Douglas 3
Rozier, Eloise 3
Rudisill, Becky 1
238 / Underclassmen
Rushing, Cina 1
Rushing, Jeanie 3
Ryan, Marreon 3
Sammond, Jeff 3
Sanders, Cindy 1
Savage, Douglas 2
Sawyer, Tammy 2
Schorr, Valerie 2
Scott, Mark 3
Searcy, Laura 3
Seay, Suzanne 1
Seay, Paul 2
Sc hneider, Katherine 1
Seymour, Pam 1
Shackleford, Kim 1
Shaney, Rhonda 3
Shaw, Lisa 2
Shearer, Duane 2
Shirley, Linda 3
Shuman, Anita 3
Shuman, Penny 2
Simmonds, )ohn 1
Simons, Katherine 1
Sirmans, Rebecca 2
Skaff, Michael 3
Skinner, Angie 3
Slade, Cathy 2
Smalley, Lee 3
Smith, Barbara 2
Smith, Jannie 2
Smith, Julia 2
Smith, Laura 2
Smith, Laura Sue 2
Smith, Nerine 3
Sparks, Vicki 2
Spence, Lillian 1
Spencer, Carolyn 3
Stangline, Barry 1
Stanley, Mike 2
Steen, Brian 1
Stelling, Susan 1
Stelton, John 1
Stephens, Paul 3
Stephens, Robby 3
Stewart, Debbie 3
Stewart, lean 2
Stewart, Kim 3
Stovall, Alice 2
Strickalnd, Amy 2
Strickland, Johnny 2
Stringer, Joseph 3
Stults, Lynn 2
Suarez, Liz 2
Suggs, Elena 1
Underclassmen / 239
Sutlon, Susan 2
Swann, Wayne 3
Swinson, Sharilyn 1
Sykes, Victor 1
Taylor, Mattie 3
Terrell, Ruth 2
Terry, Tim 1
Terry, Maggie 3
Theus, Yvonne 3
Thomas, Bonnita 1
Thomas, Leslie 3
Thompson, Archie 3
Thompson, Sherri 1
Thorne, Bruce 3
Timmons, Mitzi 1
Todd, Margaret 3
Tootle, Derwood 2
Torbert, David 1
Trammell, Mark 2
Treece, Debbie 1
Trent, Brenda 3
Trippe, |o Ann 1
Turner, Nancy 2
Turpin, Cindy 2
Tuten, Debi 1
Tyler, Beverly 2
Usry,Cail3
Ussery, Melody 1
Vakoc, Cornelia 1
Vasquez, Richard 2
Vaughn, lanie 2
Wade, Susan 1
Wahnschaff, Steven 2
Walker, Margie 3
Wallace, Debbie 1
Waller. Pam 1
240 / Underclassmen
Waller, Chris 3
Walters, Sahbrennah 1
Walson, Betty-Ware 2
Watson, Brenria 2
Way, Bobby 2
Webb, Linda 2
Webb, Tern i
Weeks, Diane 2
Weitman, Merry 2
Welch, David 3
Wells, Patricia 2
Wells, Tom 2
West, William 1
Westhead, Clare 1
Wethington, Dawn 3
Wheeler, Holli 3
Whitfield, Brenda 1
Whitsette, Cherrylle 3
Whorton, Saralyn 3
Wilkinson, Vicki 2
Williams, Debby 2
Williams, |udy 3
Williams, Pamela 3
Willis, Andera 3
Wilson, Norman 1
Wonnacott, lanice 1
Woodward, Tim 3
Worthy, Mary 1
Wright, Becky 2
Wright, Marc 3
Wynn, Charlotte 1
Young, Arthur 2
Young, Corilla 1
Young, Deborah 1
Young, Theresa 1
Ziegler, |ohn 1
Underc lassmen / 241
Senior:
Akers, Cindy
Criminal |usti< p
Marietta, Ga
Akers, Kelly
Marketing
Warner Robins, Ga.
Akers, Terry
PoIiIk al S( lence
Warner Robins, Ca
Allgood, Diane
Marketing
Tucker, Ca.
Allmonci, Royce
Psyt hology
Vidalia, Ca.
Anderson, Edward
EET
Register, Ca
Aycock, Bill
EET
Brunswick, Ga
Aycock, Lewis
Management
Brunswick, Ga
Bailey, Sheila
Musk
Adrian, Ga
Baker, Michael
General Business
Conyers,, Ga.
Beasley, Mary Lane
Biology
Millen, Ga
Berry, George
Health and P E
Augusta, Ga
Blackmore, Timothy
[xc eptional Childhood Fd
Savannah, Ga
Blankenship, Martha
Interior Design
Augusta, Ga
Bloodworth, Louis
Musk /Vok e
Savannah, Ga
Bohannon, Pauline
Art
Dublin, Ga
Bollon, jacqueline
F lemenlary Ed
Millen, Ga
Boyd, Frankie
Criminal lust i< e
Louisville, Ga
Bragg, Cheryl
Home E<
Augusta, Ga
Bray, Cecil
Chemistry
Thomaston, Ga
Brooks, Cynthia
PE
Gordon, Ga
Bryant, Julia
So( lal St ien< e
()( hlot knee, Ca
Burge, Charles
General Business
Marietta, Ga
Butler, Elaine
Retreation
( Iberton, Ga
Butler, )anet
Fashion Men handising
I )udley, Ga
Calaman, )eanie
Fashion Men handling
Warner Robins, Ga
Catagno, Kelly
Math
Conyers, Ga
Campbell, )ane
F lemenlary [
d
Alpharetla, Ga
Cartee, Deborah
Musk
Statesboro, Ga
Carter, Johnny
General Business
Atlanta, Ga.
242 / Seniors
Cary, William
Chancey, David
lournalism
Milledgeville, Ga.
Clarke, Judith
Data Proc essing
Augusta, Ca.
Cleaus, Carole
Ar c ounting
Atlanta, Ca.
Coleman, Brenda
So< iology
Hazlehurst, Ca.
Coleman, Elaine
Exc eptional Childhood Ed.
Maneita, Ca
Collins, Wanda
Dexter, Ca
Colston, SuAnn
lournalism
Amerit us, Ga
Comer, Debi
Early Childhood E.I
Ccnlorville, Ca.
Cowart, Randy
Biology
Craig, Eva
Puhlie Relations
Atlanta. Ga
Creech, Debi
Eashion Merc handisin
Cuylon, Ca
Crews, Opal
Journalism
Glen St Mary, Fla
Davis, Freda
Humanities
Dexler, Ca
Davis, Mary
Early Childhood Ed
Berkly.W. Va.
Davis, Vandy
Accounting
Thomasville, Ca
Degi, Keith
Biology
Hinesville, Ca
Deloach, )oy
Educ al ion
Brooklet, Ca
Donaldson, Kay
Early Childhood Ed
Ouljlin, Ca
Donato, Edward
lournalism
Slingerlands, N Y
Douglas, Karen
German
Brunswu k, Ca.
Duke, Lori
Management
Savannah, Ca
Duncan, )erry
Criminal lust i< e
Barlow, Ga.
Duncan, loan
Poltlii al Sc icn< e
Buloril. Ca
Ebbets, Bruce
History
Miami, Fla
Ellis, Deborah
A{ r ounting
Atlanta. Ca.
Seniors / 24 5
Evans, Kathleen
Home [(
Nairobi, Kenya
Evans, Kim
Early Childhood Ed
Vk Crao, Ca
Everett, )eri
Biology
Unadilla, Ca
Everett, Linda
Criminal iustu e
Ro{ hello, Ca.
Faircloth, Rick
Re< real ion
New Smyrna Beat h. Fla
Farnell, Donna
Modu al Te< hnology
Brunswn k, Ga
Farris, Mark
Faulk, Elaine
Music
Augusta, Ga
Ferris, Cwen
Psyi hology
Augusta, Ga
Fett, jenny
Art Ed
Atlanta, Ga
Ferguson, Paula
Marketing
Mar on, Ga
Floyd, John
Industrial Te( hnology
lonesboro, Ga
French, |udy
Math
Sylvania, Ga
Frost, Michael
At t ount ing
Vidalia. Ga
Griffin, Mike
P E
Atlanta, Ga
Hargrove, Brenda
Musk
Augusta. Ga
Haywood, Wanda
Business Ed
Waverly, Ga
Hernandez, Ellen
Home Ec
St Marys, Ga
Hodges, Jana
Math
Vidalia, Ga
Hodges, Rachel
Exceptional Childhood Ed
Meldrirn, Ga.
Holmes, joEllen
Criminal Justice
Claxlon, Ga
Ingram, George
English
Dawson, Ga
Ito, Sayumi
Spcec
h
lapan
lanese, Julie
lohnson, Pamela
Early Childhood Ed
Ha/elhursl, Ga
Joiner, Pamela
Elementary Ed
Atlanta. Ga
244 / Seniors
Jordan, Joanne
A< ( ounbng
Rockville, Mil.
Keel, Mark
Cnminal luslu e
Barnwell, 5.C.
Kelly, Peter
Criminal luslit p
Siatcsboto, Ga
Kemp, Burton
History Ell.
Sylvania, Ca.
Ki< klighter, I )dvi(l
Biology
Clennville. Ca.
Kircher, Kirn
Home Ec
Sparta. N I
Kirkland, Deborah
Sociology
Wavi ro«. Ca
Kirkman, Linda
Biology
Atlanta, Ca.
Kukla, Howard
fH
Warner Robins, Ca
Lawrence, Sterling
Marketing
York, Nebiaska
Leapheart, Patricia
farlv Childhood Ed
lilhonia, Ca.
Lentz, Beverly
Maih
Savannah, Ca
Lewis, Michael
Criminal luslu e
Poll Wentworth, Ga,
Lord, Karen
Home Er Ell
Dublin, Ga
Lovelace, Debbie
Early Childhood id
Vulaha.Ca
Lowery, loEllen
Biology
Dublin. Ca
Maddox, Gil
Musu
Viilalia. Ga
Mallard, Missy
Biology
Stalesboro, Ga.
Malone, Peggy
PE
Dallon, Ga
Marshall, Debbie
Early ( hildhood id
Mlanla, Ga
Martin, George
Biology
Atlanta, Ca.
Mayo, Michael
Malh
Waitenlon, Ga
McCfee, Karen
Home Ei
Dublin, Ga
McBride, Mary
Criminal luslite
Stalesboro, Ca
McGaughey, Douglas
Soi iology
Atlanta, Ca.
McLendon, Teresa
Eilui ation
Soperton, Ca
McPherson, Brenda
fashion Men handising
Sarasota. Ela
McWhirt, Bettina
Criminal luslu e
Station), Va.
Merriman, Gail
Criminal lustu e
Atlanta, Ga
Milford Anna
Early Chililhood
Sumter, S C
Miller, Joseph
Savannah, Ca
Miller, Vickie
Home Ei
Sylvester, Ca
Miller, Yvonne
Management
Marietta, Ca.
Moore, Alex
Management
Lawrenceville.Ga.
Moore, Carlton
Speei h
Dublin. Ca.
Seniors / 245
FI
i
Moore, Marsha
Elementary Ed
Buena Vista, Ga
Morel, )ames
Social S< lence
Garden City, Ca
Morris, lanet
Biology
Newnan, Ca.
Morris, lonathon
At ( ounling
Walterboro, Ca
Mueller, Wendy
p f
Cumming, Ca
Murdock, Becky
Home Ec
North Augusta, S C
Murray, Roby
Marketing
Columbus, Ca
Nadeau, )oe
Et onomic s
Perry. Ca
Newman, Mark
Soc lology
Brunswic k, Ca
Odom, Melba
Early Childhood Ed
Vidalia, Ca
O'Reilly, Brenda
Pace, Valerie
Criminal justice
Jacksonville, Ela
Parker, Barbara
Criminal lustice
Atlanta. Ca
Peacock, Zelda
Art Ed
Douglas, Ca.
Pennington, Steve
PE
Louisville. Ca
Pettett, David
Criminal lustice
lasper. Ca
Perkins, William
Industrial Arts
Clennville, Ga
Poole, Stephen
EET
I isborn, Md
Pound, Laura
Elementary Ed
Covington, Ga
Powell, David
Pullen, Diane
Management
Atlanta, Ga
Richards, Margaret
Exceptional Childhood Ed
Augusta, Ga
Robbins, Crystal
Home Ec
Dalton. Ca
Roberts, Nancy
Accounting
Marietta. Ca
Robertson, Donna
p E
Evans. Ca
Rogers, Melanie
Early Childhood Ed
Perry. Ca
Rogers, Pharis
Management
Claxton. Ca
Rood, )ay
Accounting
Cumming. Ca
Sappington, Lynda
Marketing
Chamblee, Ga
Schuyler, Treacy
Home Ec
T itusville, Fla
Sellers, Pam
English
Baxley, Ga
Slaughter, Donna
Home Et
Valdosta, Ca
Small, Tommy
Industrial Technology
Mac on, Ga
Smelley, Bobby
lournalism
Souvsana, Ga
Smith, jerlyn
Ollice Adm
Wrens, Ga
246 / Seniors
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Span), Ian
Eddy Childhood 1(1
Metier, Ca
Stephens, Larry
History
Mdriella. Ga
Stephens, Theresa
Sot tdl St tent e
College Park.Ga
Stevens, Cheryl
Swain, Robin
At ( ounling
V\avc ross. Ga
Taylor, Lynne
lark Childhood Ed
Douglas, Ga
Taylor, Tab
Business
Bla< kshear. Ca
Thompson, Gordon
An
Ailantd. Ca
Thompson, lanet
Inilusltidl Vis
Dublin. Ca
Tillman, Waller
Business Management
Statcsboro. Ca
Tomberlin, Sheilah
Home Ec
Suainsboro, Ca
Turner, Richard
Industrial Mgt Tech.
Hd/lehurst. Cd
Tydings, Spencer
At ( oundng
V\arner Rot>ins. Cd
Vickers, Kenneth
Mdndgement
Wrightsville.Ga
Voutila, Cheryl
Home Ec
Marietta, Ga
Ward, Micah
p E
Ddllon. Ca
Way, Fern
f lementary Ed
Kingsldnd. Ca
Welch, )an
Earlv Childhood Ed
Eyans, Ca
White, Karen
At ( ounling
V irginia Bea< h, \ a
Whitmire, Vicki
Ret red! ion
Cumming. Ca
Whitten, Randy
fashion Mer< hantlising
Barttm Fid
Wimberly, Claire
Home Et
Cot hran, Ca
Witz, Nanci
Aft
Atlanta Ca
Wood, Barry
At t ounling
Pinner. England
Wood, Van
Early Childhood Ed
\\ rightsville, Ga
Woodall, Miriam
Home Et
Woodward, Kitty
Piant)
Crillin, Ca
Wright, Nancy
An
Yawn, |immy
Yearty, Sherry
Early Childhood Ed
Cot hran. Ga
Hammock, David
Graduate Student
Lord, Dora
Graduate Student
Mozayyan, Altreza
Graduate Student
Story, Wendell
Gradudte Stutlent
Williams, Kay
Graduate Student
Seniors / 247

Administration
and Faculty
PRESIDENT • VICE-PRESIDENT
• DEANS • PERSONNEL SER
VICES, DATA PROCESSING,
ACCOUNTING, STUDENT PERSON
NEL SERVICES • RECORDS MANAGE
MENT, BUDGETS, GRANTS, AND CON-
TRACTS, INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT,
HEALTH SERVICES • COMPTROLLER, PRO
CUREMENT, LIBRARY, BOOKSTORE • ADMIS-
SIONS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS,
RECORDS, REGISTRAR, MESSAGE CENTER • SECURITY
• FACULTY FEATURES • SCHOOL OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES • SCHOOL OF EDUCATION • SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS • DIVISION OF HEALTH, PHYSI-
CAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION
DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS •
DIVISION OF TECHNOLOGY • FALL
FACULTY-STAFF FAMILY FROLICS
Dr. Lick Inaugurated at Spring Graduation
Dr. Dale Lick assumed the Office
of President on July 1, 1978. Dr. Lick
served almost a year before being
inaugurated as the ninth president of
Georgia Southern College. Instead of
having a separate ceremony for the
inauguration, Dr. Lick wanted to
combine it with Spring Graduation,
saving the college about $15,000.
President Lick said he liked GSC
"very much" and considers it to be
an "outstanding" institution. He
"likes the friendly atmosphere on
campus."
When asked about his plans for
GSC, Dr. Lick replied that there is
"much more to do than can be done,
even if we rush." He wants GSC to
continue growing on the basics, such
as the worth of all people and serving
the needs of the people.
Dr. Lick believes GSC can serve the
needs of the people of south Georgia
through instruction, research, and
public services. Some of these needs
will be met by the planned nursing
program for GSC and expansion of
the continuing education program.
Dr. Lick wants to further
strengthen ties between the college
and community. He also wants to
improve relations between faculty,
staff, and students.
President Lick's first year was
active. He worked to improve con-
nections between GSC and other col-
leges across the state and for the
approval of a nursing program at
GSC.
250 / President
Dr. Austin Commends GSC
on Atmosphere for Learning
After being at GSC for one year, Dr.
Charles Austin, Vice President of
Academic Affairs, said CSC had a
"good atmosphere for learning" and
he likes working with the student
body and faculty here.
Dr. Austin places primary emphasis
on "continuing a high quality of edu-
cation" at GSC. A good general edu-
cation and a comprehensive set of
programs should also be offered.
Dr. Austin holds a B.S. in Mathe-
matics from Xavier University, a M.S.
in Health Administration from the
University of Colorado, and a PhD. in
Social Science from the University of
Cincinnati.
Cook Becomes
First Business
Vice-President
Mr. Bill Cook became GSC's first Vice
President for Business and Finance as a
result of a decision by the Board of
Regents in February. Already serving
GSC under the title of Director of
Administration and Fiscal Affairs, Cook
had been functioning as a Vice Presi-
dent without the title or promotion. The
responsibilities of the job did not
change or lessen, but made his job more
definable.
t
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252 / Deans
1. Personnel Services: Marolyn Marl in, Sharon
Priestley, Ted Brown, Glenn Stewart, Be< kv
Carlisle, and Barbara Martin 2 Data Process-
ing: Ruth Coursey, loung Shim, Susan Stanley,
and Tim Palmer 1 Accounting: tront row:
Rose Rushing, Sylvia Yawn, loan Hicks, Crystal
Hotchkins, lewell Newsome, lane Moseley,
and Cathy Slover; second row: Arthur Carlton
(Director), Ann Deal, Kim Paul, lerry Clisson,
Barbara Lyons, and Mildred Scott
Gordon Alston
Administrative Assistant
Ford Bailey
Director of Counseling
Iris Brannen
Administrative Assistant
Audrey Campbell
Counselor
Larry Davis
Director of Housing
Shelton Evans
Director of Financial Aid
George Lynch
Assistant Dean of Students
Gary Morgan
Director of ludicial Affairs
John F. Nolen
Assistant Dean of Students
Al Raulerson
Counseling Psychologist
Paige Tefft
Assistant Director of Housing
Personnel Services; Data Processing; Accounting; and Student Personnel Services / 253
1 Records Management: Carol Jones and Virgil
Hicks. 2. Budgets, Grants, and Contracts: Harry
Starling, Debbie Coleman, )udy Wolfe, janet
Madson, and lack Gay. 3 Institutional Devel-
opment: Larry Albright, Debra Lowe, Richard
Dollar, Claude Felton, Kathy Martin, Donna
Lipsey, Ric Mandes, Max Courson, and kneel-
ing: Steve Ellwood. 4 Health Services: M V
Anders, Bill Proctor, Rita Aliffi, Barbara lames,
Ruby Durden, Kay Willis, Sarah Massey,
Glenna Ellwood, Dons Rud, Miriam Williams,
Jerry Nicklay, and Karen Collins.
>S4 / Rec ords Management; Institutional Development; Budgets, Grants and Contracts; and Health Services
1. Controller: William Rabitsrh. 2. Procure-
ment: lack Henry, Susan Clark, Debra Howard,
Sam Ellens, Louise )enkins, and Alan Tyson. 5.
Library: Wendell Barbour, Julius Anail, Edna
Earle Brown, Orion Harrison, )ane Johnson,
and Kenneth Walter. 4. Bookstore: seated: She-
ryll Hibbs, Cayle Hope, Louise Collins; stand-
ing: Edwina Rawles, Anthony Keel, Betsy Paul,
Thomas Williamson, Jean Coleman, Marjorie
Jones, Wendell Hagins, and Mary Brinas
B 1
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Controller; Procurement; Library; and Bookstore / 255
ons; Associate Director of Admissions; Records; Registrar; and Message Center
Campus Security
More Than
Night Watchmen
Campus Security, as it is today, was
started March 1, 1965. Before this
time GSC only had night watchmen.
In 1969 Security moved into their
present office from their previous
location in the old gym. Campus
Security is composed of 12 patrol-
men, three radio dispatchers, one
assistant chief, one chief, one secre-
tary, and one criminal investigator.
FIRST ROW: Henry Anderson, Sidney Deal,
Ricky Lovett, Debbie Graham, Sidney Smith.
SECOND ROW: Ed Taylor, Alphonso Parrish,
Doy Newton, )immy Smith, Wendell Smith, Pat
Ivey, Randy Blackburn, )oyce Youngblood,
Marvin Riggs. THIRD ROW: John Dormire'
Lewis Sandlin, Fred Lanier.
Campus Security / 257
Former Racer
Now Professor
at Southern
For eight years, Dr. Hugh Joiner
was involved in some form of sports
car racing. Now a history professor at
GSC, Joiner is still a sports car enthu-
siast.
He raced his Austin-Healey Sprite
mainly in the Chicago area, driving in
rally races. In addition, Joiner has
officiated at sports car races, includ-
ing flag marshall at Savannah races,
and written articles for a racing mag-
azine.
In addition to teaching, Joiner also
writes, attends theatre, and plays ten-
nis.
Riley's Writing Funds
His Travel Fever
Dr. Sam Riley has been a journal-
ism professor here at GSC for five
years. However, his "writing-spon-
sored" travelling is his hobby.
Dr. Riley has traveled to Germany,
Italy, and around the South. He tries
to finance his travels by writing. Most
of the articles he writes are about the
South. These articles are mainly
aimed at Northerners who will be
traveling in the South.
Dr. Riley has a humor column in
The Southern Beacon called "South-
ern Whimsey." He is a contributing
editor for Coastal Magazine and is
currently writing for a new magazine
called The Southern World which is
being published on Hilton Head
Island. He has written articles for
several well known newspapers
including The Los Angeles Times, The
New York Times, and The Washing-
ton Post.
i
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SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCf!
Dr. Sterling Adams
Music
Mr. Harry J. Arling
Music
Mrs. Nancy Barrett
Foreign Languages
Dr. Robert Barrow
History
Dr. Don Barry
History
Dr. Sara N. Bennett
Biology
Dr. Herbert Bice
Mathematics
Miss Elvena Boliek
English
Mrs. |ane Borowsky
Foreign Languages
Dr. Robert Boxer
Chemistry
Dr. Roger F. Branch
Sociology/Anthropology
Mr. Fred Brogdon
History
Dr. Jack Broucek
Music
Dr. Paul Brown
English
Dr. Martha Cain
Chemistry
Dr. Perry Cochran
History
2b0 / School of Arts and Sciences
Mrs. Adele Hooley
English
Mr. Richard Keithley
English
Ms. Anne Kleinginna
Psychology
Dr. Paul R. Kleinginna
Psychology
School of Arts and Sciences / 261
Dr. John H. Kolpitcke
Music
Dr. Wayne Krissinger
Biology
Dr. Pat LaCerva
English
Mrs. Dorothy F. Lee
Speech/Drama
Dr. Edward C. Little
English
Dr. KishwarMaur
Biology
Dr. Harris Mobley
Sociology /Anthropology
Dr. Donald A. Olewine
Biology
Mr. John Parcels
English/Philosophy
Dr. Richard Petkewich
Geology
Dr. Larry A. Piatt
Sociology/Anthropology
Mrs. Dorothy W. Pound
Music
Mr. George Pratt
Sociology/ Anthropology
Dr. Delma Presley
English
Mrs. Sandra Rabitsch
English
Dr. Frank Rainwater
English
Dr. Crover Richards
Psychology
Dr. Sam Riley
journalism
Dr. George Rogers
Hislory
Dr. Richard Rogers
Psychology
Dr. Frank Saunders
History
Dr. Judith Schomber
Foreign Languages
Dr. Taylor C. Scott
Sociology/Anthropology
Dr. George Shriver
History
Dr. Arthur Sparks
Mathematics
Dr. Patrick Spurgeon
English
Dr. Georgelle Thomas
Psychology
Mrs. Pam Watkins
Mathematics
Dr. jarold Weatherford
Foreign Languages
Dr. Norman Wells
Mathematics
Ms. Rosalyn Wells
Mathematics
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DIVISION OF TECHNOLOGY
Fall
Faculty-Staff
Family Frolics
The first annual Fall Faculty-Staff
Family Frolics was held at GSC on
October 29. Twelve divisions com-
peted for the "President's Cup" in
softball, volleyball, and other games.
President Lick and his wife felt that
some event should be held to bring
the college people together. A faculty
picnic was planned with the aid of
Linda Hook, a recreation instructor
who headed the project.
Over 1,000 faculty and staff mem-
bers and their families participated.
Children could win points for their
parents' division in any of 19 picnic
games involving everything from egg
and marshmallow races to relays.
Personnel Office, Computer Ser-
vices, and Security won the "Presi-
dent's Cup." Auxiliary Services
placed second and Student Affairs
placed third.
Hotdogs, ice cream, cookies, and
popcorn were donated by the com-
munity for the event.
:ulty Picnic

Sometimes
footsteps falter and
some hesitate,
uncertain of purpose
and lacking
confidence. Others
forge ahead.
Every man is the architect of his own fortune.
— Appius
Claudius
Together we are
undaunted by failure,
pain, unhappiness.
Our happiness in this world
depends on the affections we are
enabled to inspire.
— Duchesse de Praslin
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Each is eager to experience all
Widely as we stretch our
reverent conceptions, there
is ever something beyond.
— A. Maclaren, D.D.
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As we gain confidence,
individual paths begin to branch
off. And, supported by our time
together, each one steps out in
his chosen direction to follow
his arrow.

The staff of the 1979 Reflector
wishes to acknowledge those
people and organizations who
gave special services in complet-
ing the book: Bill Bricker for
designing the cover and endsh-
eet; the George-Anne for pic-
tures and copy; the Statesboro
Herald for copy; Dr. Keith Hick-
man, adviser, for his dedication;
and Larry Naylor and Joe Bate-
man for their services as Taylor
representatives.
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